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Atopia - a non-place, or a place that doesn’t exist. The word is derived from the Greek 
atopia, meaning “unusualness, strangeness, a being out of the way,” from atopos 
meaning “out of place, strange, eccentric” from a- “not, without” and topos “place.” 1 
 
Dystopia - an imaginary bad place; the opposite of paradise. From the Greek dys, 
meaning “bad, abnormal” and topos meaning “place.” 2  
 
Utopia - A word coined by Sir Thomas More in 1516, which describes a perfect 
imaginary world. The word is derived from the Greek words ou-topos, meaning “no 
place” or “nowhere,” and eu-topos, meaning “good place.” 3  
 
Alternative Space Movement - an art movement traced to the SoHo neighborhood of 
Manhattan in 1970. The movement focused on presenting, distributing, and producing art 
in non-traditional spaces, such as underused buildings and outdoor architecture. Spaces 
such as 112 Greene Street and P.S.1 Art center posed new and interesting alternatives to 
exhibiting art beyond the standard white cube model.  
 
The Firing Range - an installation by Alfredo Martinez, consisting of a gun range 
composed of targets, protective gear, and functional guns with blank bullets. Participants 
and visitors of Quiet were encouraged to fire guns in the range to relieve stress.   
 
Fluxus - an international avant-garde collective of artists and composers founded in the 
1960 by the Lithuaninan/American artist George Maciunas.4  
 
 
1 Douglas Harper. “Atopy (n.),” Etym Online, Online Etymology Dictionary, Accessed April 2, 2021, 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/atopy  
2 Harper. “Dystopia (n.),” Etym Online, Online Etymology Dictionary, Accessed April 2, 2021, 
https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=dystopia  
 
3 “Thomas More’s Utopia,” British Library, Accessed April 1, 2021,  
 https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/thomas-mores-utopia#  
 
4 “Art Term: Fluxus,” Tate.org.uk, Accessed March 1, 2021,  
 https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/f/fluxus  
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Interrogation Room - an installation by Ashkan Sahihi, in which residents of Quiet 
endured mandatory psychotherapy sessions.  
 
The Pods - Otherwise referred to as “the bunker” or  “the capsule hotel.” A network of 
bunkbeds outfitted with cameras that both recorded the occupant, and streamed the 
footage from the other bunks. Each citizen of Quiet was given a pod to sleep in. Covering 
the camera was punishable by expulsion.  
 
Podwellians - The nickname for a citizen of Quiet, who sleeps in a pod-style bed, within 
The Pods, designed by Jeff Gompertz. The term and the references to Big Brother 
throughout Quiet are meant to be Orwellian, inspired by author of 1984, George Orwell. 
 
Pseudo.com - The internet-television network founded by Josh Harris. A proto-youtube 
which brought live streaming video programming to the internet before the advent of 
broadband. The company was a staple of “silicon alley,” a section of downtown 
Manhattan famed for its internet-based start-ups in the 1990s, which were powered by 
young coders and entrepreneurs. 
 
Relational Aesthetics  - A book written by Nicolas Bourriaud in 1999, that became a 
catchphrase designating “aesthetic theory consisting in judging artworks on the basis of 
the inter-human relations which they represent, produce, or prompt.”5 This book provided 
the basis for a set of artistic practices which hypostatize human relations and their social 
context and turn these into the very substance of the work itself.6 
 
Temple of Fame - Installation by Alex Arcadia consisting of a shrine, replete with a 
pyramid structure and swastika-like designs.  
 
Uniform for Quiet - The outfit residents of Quiet were required to wear: a gray shirt and 
a pair of orange pants. The outfit was designed by Quiet participants Matt and Mark 
Enger.  
 
Quiet - The shorthand title for the 1999 interactive artwork, Quiet: We Live in Public, by 
Josh Harris. The work consisted of an artificial society created by Harris, in which 25-30 
volunteers were selected to live under constant surveillance in exchange for free housing, 
food, and community. Quiet-- in the context of this paper-- refers to several artworks and 
encounters which occurred at 353 and 359 Broadway, December 7- 31, 1999. Quiet can 
 
5 Bourriaud, Nicolas. Relational Aesthetics (France, Les Presses du Reél, 1998), p. 112.  
 
6 Ibid., p. 113. 
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be compared to a Russian Doll- it is an artwork, composed of other artworks and 
experiences. 
 
Quiet, People Watching - A rough cut of footage from Quiet, shot and released by Ondi 
Timoner, independently of her documentary, We Live in Public. The video is free to view 
on Archive.org and totals 1 hour and 57 minutes.  
 
We Live in Public (documentary) - A 2009 documentary directed by Ondi Timoner in 
which Josh Harris was the main subject. The film features footage of both Quiet and We 
Live in Public. The film was awarded the Grand Jury Prize at the Sundance film festival 
and was added to the MoMA’s film collection.  
 
We Live in Public (artwork) - An interactive artwork from 2000 by Josh Harris and 
Tonya Corrin, in which the couple broadcast their lives from their Manhattan loft on 
weliveinpublic.com. The viewers of on weliveinpublic.com participated in a live chat, 




























Timeline of the Internet and Reality Television  
 
 
1958 - United States Department of Defense establishes the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA).7 
 
1969 - ARPA created ARPANET, a network that connects computers at major 
universities. That same year, the first message exchanged between computers was sent 
from UCLA to the Stanford Research Institute. The message, “Lo” was received at SRU, 
several hundred miles away, before their computer crashed.8  
 
1972 - The first email management program was developed by Arpanet. This program 
made it possible to list, select, forward, and respond to messages. 
 
1976 - Nam June Paik introduces the term Electronic Super Highway. 9 
 
1984 - Apple announced its new Macintosh computer in a 1984-inspired commercial, 
directed by filmmaker Ridley Scott. The personal computer is contextualized as a 
democratizing tool against big business. The animosity towards Big Brother is a 
provocatively veiled insult at tech competitor, IBM.  
 
1988 - America’s Most Wanted and Unsolved Mysteries used actors to dramatize stories 
about actual crimes, for which the suspects were still at large. 
 
1989 - The world wide web is developed by Sir Tim Berners-Lee. The world's first GPS 
(Global Positioning Satellite) is created.10 Cops premiers on Fox, featuring live footage of 
arrests of persons. The faces of non-consensual parties were blurred, but included.  
 
1990 - ABC introduces America’s Funniest Home Videos. As home-video technology 
spread in the 1980s and ’90s, entire shows were dedicated to content produced by 
amateurs. 
 
1991 - Court TV premiers, and The Jerry Springer Show debuts on NBC. 
 
 
7 “The Internet and the World Wide Web are Not the Same Thing,” NBC Universal, March 12, 2014. 
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/internet-world-wide-web-are-not-same-thing-n51011  
 
8 Werner Herzog, Lo and Behold, Reveries of the Connected World, (2016: New York, Magnolia Pictures.) 
Documentary.   
 
9  Eva Respini, “No Ghost, Just a Shell,” (Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, 2018.) Art in the age of 
the Internet: 1989 to today. p. 18.  
 
10 Ibid., p. 13.  
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1992 - First episode of The Real World airs on MTV. The premise of the show puts seven 
young adults (who had never met before but were selected from thousands of applicants) 
to live together for several months in an apartment or house in a major city, stocked with 
food and drinks provided by MTV. Cameras recorded the participants both inside and 
outside of the home-- hours of endless footage was then edited into 13 half-hour episodes 
per year.   
 
1993 - Pseudo.com, a content-streaming and internet radio station is founded by Josh 
Harris.  
 
1994 - Netscape is developed-- making the internet more accessible to a wider audience.  
 
1997: About 10 million users world wide have free web mail accounts. AOL launches its 
first chatroom.  
 
1999 - Big Brother, a Dutch reality competition television franchise premiers in the 
Netherlands before syndicating internationally. The show features contestants called 
"housemates'' who live together in a house outfitted with surveillance cameras. The 
show's name is inspired by George Orwell’s novel 1984. The threat of the Y2K bug 
stokes fear of rapidly evolving societal dependence on technology. Quiet occurs from 
December 7, 1999 - January 1, 2000. 
 
2000 - CBS introduces an American variant of Big Brother. The show aired 
consecutively every week night, in addition to one episode per week that was broadcast 
live. There was also an Internet component, which allowed online viewers to access four 
cameras in the house 24 hours per day.  
 
2000-2004 - Subgenres of reality tv proliferate. Love competition shows like The 
Bachelor flourish, in addition to talent competition shows (American Idol, America’s Got 
Talent), makeover shows (The Swan, Queer Eye for the Straight Guy). Celebrity reality tv 
shows (The Osbournes, The Simple Life, Flavor of Love) expanded on foundational 
reality tv genres, replacing “real people” with celebrities. 
 
2002-2006- Social media platforms propagate, beginning with Friendster (2002) and 
Myspace in (2003). From there, Facebook (2004) is established, followed by Youtube 
(2005), and Twitter (2006). 
 
2010-Present- Social media is accepted as an influential sphere for global events. The 
Arab Spring is the first of many social uprisings that the internet catalyzed through social 
media channels. The Cambridge Analytica scandal of 2017 made the influence of 
 xi 
political interference plain, with the revelation that companies had hired teams of coders 
to create false social media identities with the explicit purpose to sow misinformation. 
These campaigns resulted in concerted efforts to conjure distrust in the integrity of 







“World War Two was the most important event of this century and World War Three will be the most 
important event of the next century. It will be man against machine.”  
- Josh Harris  
 
On the precipice of Y2K,  Harris and a small team of artists materialize a four-
floor, multi-artwork participatory installation citadel within 359 and 353 Broadway. The 
inhabitants-- volunteers enlisted with the promise of community and participation in 
social history-- divulged their most precious personal information in order to gain entry 
to “living in public” (Figure 1). “Don’t bring your money with you, everything is free.” 
Harris told the participants, “except for the footage we capture of you. That we own” 11 
(Figure 2).  
Quiet: We Live in Public (referred to hereinafter as simply, Quiet) was a 
participatory artwork by Josh Harris that took place within four floors of two buildings in 
downtown Manhattan from December 7- 31, 1999. Quiet refers to the event, which 
functioned as a participatory performance and installation art piece, while also containing 
separate artworks that have been either conceptualized for the event or repurposed for it. 
Quiet concluded on New Years Day, 2000, with the NYPD’s raid of the bunker, 
reportedly ordered by then mayor, Rudolph Guiliani. Before the occupants of Quiet were 
liberated by the sudden shut down of the month-long artwork, the utopian society of 
connectedness they hoped to realize had ultimately failed. Harris would spend over two 
 
11 Quote by Josh Harris, We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. Performed by Joshua Harris. (2009; 
New York: Interloper Films, 2009.), documentary.   
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million dollars financing this project.12  
  Built throughout four floors of two Tribeca buildings, the artwork consisted of an 
artificial society, composed of installations made by multiple artists within the sterile 
bunker. Within this bunker, anywhere from 30-40 volunteers lived in this society, which 
conceptualized what the world would look like when “computers take over.”13 After 
completing a thorough questionnaire application, accepted participants would shed their 
civilian clothes for a specified uniform-- a gray t-shirt and baggy orange pants, designed 
by the artists Matt and Mark Enger.  Despite the omnipresent surveillance of this event-- 
110 surveillance cameras in a closed-circuit network of  70-odd channels-- many details 
of the infamous happenings are subject to debate, and currently unverifiable. There is 
little to no official documentation of the artwork. Quiet, if known at all, is typically 
learned of through the 2009 documentary We Live in Public-- a documentary film by 
Ondi Timoner, which takes Harris as its subject. Occasionally, Quiet will be listed on 
artists’ CV as a group exhibition, described as taking place in a setting called Luvvyplex 
or 359 Broadway.14   
Harris collaborated with a broad roster of individuals to realize Quiet. The curator 
Leo Koenig-- the son of German art collector and Museum director, Casper Koenig-- was 
recruited to curate the ambitious event, while the artists Mark and Matt Enger were 
 
12 The amount was actually 2.5 million, according to Koenig. Interview with Leo Koenig by author. 
November 14, 2020.  
 
13 We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. Performed by Joshua Harris. (2009; New York: Interloper 
Films, 2009.), documentary.  
 
14 Alex Arcadia’s CV, for example, states the location as Luvvyplex, while Dara Birnbaum’s CV says 359 
Broadway. Arcadia CV accessed April 5, 2021, via Artnet.com: http://www.artnet.com/artists/alex-




charged with making a uniform for the participants of Quiet. The artists Jeff Gompertz, 
Alfredo Martinez, Alex Arcadia, and Ashkan Sahihi were among an unknown total of 
artists that contributed site-specific installations. Of the numerous participating artists, 
Gompertz, Martinez, Arcadia, and Sahihi were designated by Harris as “managers”of the 
society. With this simple declaration, each became responsible for an artwork that 
symbolized an unique department of the Quiet citadel.  
Gompertz-- an abstract American painter with a work in the Met’s collection15-- 
designed The Pods, inspired by the capsule hotels of Japan, to serve as the department of 
Housing. Gompertz then erected a gridded system of bunk beds in the basement (Figures 
3-7). Each bed was geared with monitors and a camera, which both recorded the 
participants as they slept and allowed for them to tune into other channels (connected to 
other bunks and areas of Quiet) within the network. The individual bunks were referred 
to as “pods,” one of which each official participant of Quiet was entitled to. Leo 
Fernekes, a surveillance artist who wired the system of cameras, identified the 
importance of video communication and predicted a near future of easily accessible video 
chatting. “What’s going to be key is to see how people socially respond to this particular 
technology,” Fernekes insisted, “because this is a perfect analogy of what the internet 
 
15 Two drawings by Jeff Gompertz are in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, both 
purchased through the Van Day Truex Fund, 1985. Accessed April 1, 2021,  
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/483910    
 
“Untitled, 1984” Jeff Gompertz (American, Born 1957.) Wax and Oil on Paper, 1984, Accession Number: 
1985.156.1 (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.) 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/483909  
 
“Untitled, 1985,” Jeff Gompertz (American, Born 1957.) Wax and Oil on Paper, 1985, Accession Number: 




will be like in five years. Inevitably, everyone will have a camera and a monitor-- that is 
your computer-- and it will be fast enough to do what we’re doing today in this prototype 
community. Live, instantaneous video.”16   
It’s easy to forget how laborious connecting to the internet used to be in the era of 
dial-up. Before the advent of broadband in the early 2000s, dial-up internet was the 
primary engine for connecting online throughout the 1990s. This method utilized the 
telephone line to establish a connection to the web, preventing one from using the phone 
at the same time as they surfed the web. Logging on to the internet was prefaced by a 
droning buzz of the modem, which beeped and groaned audibly, as it booted up. 
Establishing a connection could take anywhere from 10-20 minutes, and watching any 
kind of streaming content required additional time to be factored in for extensive 
buffering. The access to live, instantaneous video, which Fernekes mentioned, was 
scarcely attainable outside of Quiet. The fascinating experience of being watched, while 
simultaneously watching others (who also know they are being watched) offered an 
incredibly rare experience to witness the potential of video-calls, a phenomenon 
previously exclusive to characters in sci-fi films. The alluringly futuristic quality of 
Quiet’s surveillance network can not be overstated.  
 Within the bunker, Temple of Fame was presented by Alex Arcadia (Figure 8). A 
sculptural installation of a futuristic, neo-fascist style temple took the form of a white-
triangular pyramid; placed in a room with shallow reflecting-pools of water, a long desk, 
and a podium. The installation served as a place of worship within Quiet, in addition to 
the designation of the departments of Intelligence and Religion. This theoretical purpose 
 
16 We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009.   
 
 5 
of a space for worship likely inspired  the shrine-like appearance of the temple. Arcadia’s 
design featured a stylized sculpture of a woman's torso; a white, buxom figure with 
basketball-sized breasts and a tiny waist placed atop the pyramid. The desk and podium 
were each emblazoned with a swastika-like insignia of the artist's initials-- two entwined 
lowercase a’s. Though the temple seemed to serve as a spiritual resource for residents, it 
was not typically accessible to the majority of Podwellians. Entrance depended upon 
Arcadia’s approval; an unexpected boundary in a seemingly boundary-less event. Despite 
this condition, Harris often used the temple against Arcadia’s wishes, and held meetings 
within it. Most notably, Harris delivered a sermon entitled “Man Was Here” to what 
appeared to be the entire “congregation” of Quiet, on New Year Eve, 1999. 17 
Alfredo Martinez, an artillery artist and film prop-master, created an indoor firing 
range in the basement of Quiet (Figures 9-10). The Firing Range served as the 
Department of Defense; an ad-hoc gun range through which participants could “blow off 
steam” by shooting targets with blanks.18 Though there was no legitimate ammunition 
available, the firing of blank bullets echoed throughout all floors of the event; lending a 
consistent level of terror to the environment. The physical response of firing a gun was 
often received with a jarring sense of pleasure. “It’s better than sex,” one participant 
exclaimed- while pointing the gun at Timoner’s camera.19 This juxtaposition of sex and 
violence, combined with various references to Fascism-- as demonstrated in Arcadia’s 
 
17 Ibid.,   
 
18 The guns were, according to Harris, props that were specific to Hollywood films such as The Terminator 
(1984). “We had Arnold’s gun,” said Josh during his February 2021 interview with The Ion Pack podcast.   
 
“Ep. 31: You're Already Dead with Josh Harris,” February 13, 2021, in The Ion Pod, produced by 
Podbay.fm, podcast, mp3 audio, 38:00, https://podbay.fm/p/the-ion-pod/e/1613247860   
 
19 We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009.  
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swastika-inspired logo-- seemed to culminate with The Interrogation Room, proctored by 
Ashkan Sahihi (Figures 11-14).  
The Interrogation Room, a white-tiled room designed to resemble a mental 
hospital, served as the background for mandatory interrogations on each of Quiet’s 
participants. The space, a cube of roughly 15 x 15 ft., featured a wall-sized two-way 
mirror, which allowed for observation of the sessions by curious parties. Ashkan Sahihi, 
acted as an interrogator, using the application files Harris had collected on each 
participant during the application process, to inform invasive questioning-- which ranged 
from accounts of a person's sexual history to their deepest traumas. The information 
revealed in the interrogation was then added to the existing information in a person's file, 
compiling a dossier of humankind. “We are creating the ultimate portrait,” Sahihi stated 
in Timoners documentary.20 At times, Sahihi was accompanied by Zeroboy, a 
performance artist who wore a silver World War II General’s uniform, while observing 
the interrogation.  
Alongside these commissioned works, Koenig brought the artists Dara Birnbaum, 
and the involvement of Cheyney Thompson-- Koenig’s assistant, at the time-- to the 
experimental event (Figure 15). Koenig chose Dara Birnbaum to participate in this 
experiment because of her connection to Studio 54 and her status as a founding video 
artist during the 1970s. Birnbaum’s films were displayed in the first floor gallery, and 
were not as participatory as the other works (Figure 16). The participation required a 
different approach. With the exception of the Quiet Disaster series, none of the works 
 
20 Quote by Ashkan Sahihi, We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
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were commissioned for the experiment, specifically21 (Figure 17). Harris assigned other 
artists individual tasks to fulfill throughout their month-long residency. Photojournalist 
Donna Ferrato was asked to take pictures of the newfound community, and filmmaker 
Ondi Timoner was instructed to document the event. Without Ferrato’s photographs and 
Timoner’s footage, virtually no documentation of Quiet would exist (Figures 18-27). 
Though the podwellians were technically allowed to leave Quiet, the fear of 
forfeiting one's own place in this strange new society kept the majority of volunteers 
present, despite growing discomfort as December wore on. Rumors of a $100,000.00 
prize to be awarded to the last person to leave Quiet possibly kept participants around 
longer than initially planned.22 Harris, Koenig, and Sahihi acted as “managers” for the 
entirety of the experiment, affectionately referring to their tripod as “the bureau,”23 which 
entailed deciding which guests were granted entrance and ultimately, evicting one of their 
own residences-- the painter, Nancy Smith, who was expelled from Quiet for attacking 
another resident.24 It’s important to remember that Quiet was accessible to outside guests 
either by invitation or upon arrival and approval by all three: Harris, Leo Koenig, and 
Ashkan Sahihi. The group was most inclined to grant access to attractive guests and 
 
21 The videos presented were : Technology/Transformation WonderWoman (1978-79), The PopPop Video 
series: Kojack/Wang (1980), General Hospital/Olympic Women's Speed Skating (1980), and the Quiet 
Disaster series (1999). This was confirmed by Birnbaum during an Interview by the author. November 22, 
2020.  
 
22 Andrew Smith, Totally Wired: The Rise and Fall of Josh Harris and the Great Dotcom Swindle. 
(London, United Kingdom: Simon & Schuster UK Ltd., 2012). P. 286.   
 
23 Interview with Ashkan Sahihi by the author. Zoom interview. Brooklyn, NY and Berlin, Germany. 
November 16, 2020.   
 
24 Nancy Smith attacked the art dealer Cynthia Braun for, allegedly, sleeping with her husband, Simon 
Cerigo. Smith reportedly witnessed the encounter in real time, on video, from within Quiet. We Live in 
Public, 2009.   
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people who were connected in the art world. Among these guests included Jeffrey Deitch, 
John Weber, and Alanna Heiss.  
 Ultimately, Quiet suggested a utopian vision of connectedness-- a visualization of 
the incredible achievement of the internet. A tech-inspired 1984-like Woodstock that you 
weren’t allowed to leave. The potential for the cyber-inspired, exhibitionist commune 
recalled the romance of Warhol’s factory, casting Harris as the enigmatic puppet master 
of the month-long encounter.25 In anticipation of Quiet, Harris was not convinced that the 
podwellians were doomed, though collaborators have since stated the contrary.26 “You 
can see what everybody does.” Harris claimed, “Who says that that’s necessarily bad? It 
may be, and we’ll find that out. It might be that you get so intimate with people, in that 
intimate moment, that you really get to know them. Or maybe we get people going to 
Bellevue. We’re not quite sure.”27  
 Memorably, Warhol mused that “In the future, everyone will be famous for 
fifteen minutes.”28 Because this declaration is so often associated with the vanity of 
 
25 According to Sahihi, Quiet was originally intended to last for three months. Interview with the author. 
November 16, 2020.  
 
26 For instance, Ashkan Sahihi said that Harris had “no optimism” for the outcome of Quiet during an 
interview conducted by the author on November 16, 2020.  
 
27 Quote by Josh Harris, We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
 
28 Interestingly, Warhol may have never said this world-famous quote. According to a 2014 article from 
Smithsonian Magazine: “The original quote seems to trace back to a 1968 brochure Warhol distributed at 
one of his exhibitions in Sweden. But, according to art critic Blake Gopnik, it could have been Pontus 
Hultén, a famous curator in Europe, who coined the phrase. There are other claimants, too, including 
painter Larry Rivers and photographer Nat Finkelstein. Finkelstien insisted that he made the remark in 
reply to a comment that Warhol made about everyone wanting to be famous, quipping, "Yeah, for about 15 
minutes, Andy."  
Rachel Nuwer, “Andy Warhol Probably Never Said His Celebrated “Fifteen Minutes of Fame” Line,” 




reality TV, and its younger sibling, social media- it’s typical to overlook the inherently 
utopian qualities of Warhol’s vision. During Warhol’s heyday of the 1960s, to be famous 
for any period of time was considered an achievement. Warhol-- in his signature 
fascination with celebrity and glamor-- recognized that due to the new creature comforts 
offered by post-war domestic life, the average citizen will be exposed to television and 
radio. Therefore- they will be introduced to celebrities through their television screens, 
effectively inviting them into their lives and their homes. Through this lens, celebrity is a 
coveted status, likely desired by the majority of people who own a television. The utopian 
interpretation of this vague-- and possibly misattributed quote29-- suggests that to be a 
celebrity means that you matter. To become a celebrity is to shed one's mortal skin in 
order to transform into the demi-god echelon of celebrity. Of course, this notion of 
celebrity changes dramatically in the era of social media. The significance of being 
famous decreases immensely when fame is attainable through time spent on an 
application. This phenomenon is best demonstrated by the invention of the “Influencer”, 
a career through which one uses their personal social media platforms to sell items on 
behalf of a company. This new breed of celebrity was even recognized by the actors 
union SAG-AFTRA in 2021, who expanded their coverage to include producers of 
“sponsored content.”30  
 In preparation for Quiet, Harris famously said that Andy Warhol was wrong about 
wanting fifteen minutes of fame per lifetime. In the future, Harris insisted, people will 
 
29 See previous footnote. For all intents and purposes of this text, I will attribute the cultural significance 
and origin of said significance to Warhol.  
 
30 Taylor Lorenz, “How Do Influencers Get Jobs? It’s Changing” March 1, 2021, The New York Times, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/01/style/influencer-jobs-fohr-ambassador-platform.html  
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want fifteen minutes of fame everyday. The performative contradiction present in the 
promise of constant fame for any exhibitionist who wants it, inherently makes the 
achievement of fame less valuable-- in opposition to Warhol’s possible assertion. In other 
words, the definition and significance of fame changes if everyone is famous. Social 
media, as Quiet anticipated, through its access to all connected persons, will make daily 
fame not only possible, but easily accessible. This form of fame will evolve from novel 
luxury to emotional necessity, as selfhood becomes completely entangled with virtual 
reality. In fact, Harris had a performance alter ego, which he dubbed the virtual self-- a 
clown called Luvvy, who is a gross and sloppy clown, a result of all the media he’s 
consumed over his lifetime-- which is “substantial,” according to Harris, a self-
proclaimed TV addict31 (Figure 28). While Harris viewed the virtual self as a container 
for other media-- the you that media informs-- the notion of the virtual self has grown 
even more complicated today. At minimum, the virtual self is understood as the version 
of oneself that is demonstrated online. This may take the form of the hyper-curated 
Instagram feed that describes the you that you want to be-- or the version of yourself, as 
understood by an algorithm. The algorithmically informed virtual self can be thought of 
as a dossier of likes and dislikes-- the you that advertisers see. With these divisions of 
selfhood, our identities are naturally fragmented. There are different versions of us, for 
different forms of media, which may differ greatly from the version of oneself that is 
presented “IRL.”32 
 
31 Quote by Harris, We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
 
32 I.R.L. is a commonly used acronym, meaning: “in real life.”  
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When Quiet began on December 7, 1999, the participants were thrilled to live in 
public. Total hedonism ensued, and the novelty of total surveillance appeared to be an 
intriguing and seductive element of a bizarre new existence. At first, there was a joy to 
the exhibitionis; marked by public sex and comunal joy. As time wore on, the participants 
began to grow numb to the camera’s ever present gaze. The excitement which was rooted 
in connectivity eventually soured, as unexpected feelings of alienation developed, in 
contradiction to the technically still “connected” atmosphere. Even Harris, the ringleader 
of the experiment, confessed to suffering from a sense of estrangement: “There’s all these 
people around you in close quarters, and the more you get to know each other, the more 
alone you become. That’s what this environment is doing to me,” Harris claimed. 33  
Performance artist and Quiet participant Missy Galore described Harris' vision of 
Quiet as “You're gonna wear my outfit, you're going to sleep where I tell you to sleep, 
you’re going to eat where I tell you to eat, and you’re going to exist here. And I’m going 
to film every part of it; from you hanging out, to you sleeping, to you eating, to you 
showering, to you shitting.”34 If Quiet was founded on the utopian notion of 
connectedness that the internet promised, why did Harris push the participants to 
dystopian levels of agony through the run of the artwork? In other words, the realization 
of an internet utopia delivered the exact opposite of what it promised: A dystopic 
outcome spawned from the utopian vision of internet-connectedness. Y2k threatened the 
promise of connectedness through cyberspace- and made our newfound dependence on 
networks plain. The prominence of surveillance would only intensify after  9/11 in 2001.  
 
33 Quote by Josh Harris, We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
 
34 Ibid.,  
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 This cancelling out of Quiet’s utopian premise realizes the too-good-to be true-
ness of the utopian ideal. As the greek roots of the word make clear, utopia is “nowhere” 
both literally and figuratively. Fundamentally, nowhere cannot be located. Alternatively, 
Atopia-- a term coined by Sociologist Helmut Willke-- is defined by anywhereness, as 
opposed to nowhere. The notion of Atopia, as Willke defined, describes a non-place, 
which achieves its lack of location not because it is literally nowhere, but because the 
geography is irrelevant.35 Atopia, in the context of telecommunications and the internet, 
refers to the globalness of communication systems online. If a message can be received 
or sent from anywhere in the world, yet people “meet” on the same message board, the 
location of the sender is irrelevant. “Atopia describes the irrelevance of the place, global 
placelessness.” Willke insists, “Global infrastructure systems of telecommunication and 
of traffic telematics, globally operating mass media and transaction networks make the 
place which one communicates from irrelevant.”36   
Can Quiet occupy the space of atopia as a surveillance-based artwork? Does the 
specificity of surveillance negate the absence of location, atopia requires? Fittingly, 
atopia encompasses the messy gray area of the in-between; the chaotic and 
uncategorized, the potentially ungovernable. For this reason alone, Quiet is best described 
as an atopia for its contradictory promise- total alienation, spawned from overwhelming 
connectedness.  
 Currently, Quiet’s status outside of the canon confirms its place in the atopic void, 
 
35  Helmut Willke, Atopia. (Studien zur atopischen Gesellschaft, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2001). 
 
36  Helmut Willke “Atopia, the Plus Ultra of the Nation-State’s Self-Encirclement,” Accessed on April 1, 
2021. http://www.myzel.net/biophily/moderne/willke_pu_en.html   
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beyond art historical discourse. Despite the fascinating elements the work revealed about 
the human condition, and the ways in which the experiment predicted the social networks 
we now exist within- what does Quiet’s exclusion from the art canon say about the canon 
itself? This lack of recognition is ironic because the work was attended, and hereby 
validated through the attention paid to it, by numerous figures of the artworld.37 Though 
the attendance of art world icons does not inherently make an artwork successful, the 
credibility bestowed on Quiet, via the presence of dealers and curators, is meaningful.  
 The relevance of Quiet is staggering, and provides incredible insight into the 
human condition on the precipice of information-overload, and the irreversible changes 
social media has inflicted on the human condition. In the following chapters, I will 
consider the utopian, dystopian, and atopic qualities of the event and present Quiet as an 
artwork which is necessary to know, and consider the fable of. Through this thesis, I will 









37 Genette's System of Attentional Aesthetics will come into play during Chapter 4. The attention paid to an 
object (or an artwork) can inherently validate it as such: “Genette connects this distinction with two 
different aesthetic systems, one intentional, the other attentional. The former depends on a creation with an 
aesthetic aim and the latter on an aesthetic reception that can be exercised even in the absence of a 
corresponding creation.” - Jean Marie Schaeffer, Art of the Modern Age: Philosophy of Art from Kant to 




Chapter 1. Reception and History 
 
 Press coverage of Quiet can be traced back to a December 14, 1999 issue of The 
Village Voice (Figure 29).  In a feature from the TV Archives section, entitled “Pseudo’s 
Surveillance Palace,” Amanda Griscom describes Quiet as the following: 
 
Harris’s objective is to enable a giant collective of underground 
artists to examine the state of things at this ostensibly crucial 
moment in human evolution, and wrap the whole exhibit in a 10-
day sleepover party, all expenses paid for selected participants. 
What Harris actually has in the works is hard to describe: It’s the 
Warhol factory, The Real World run amok, Burning Man for the 
hopelessly urban, group therapy in a moment of existential crisis. 
But if it goes as planned, it could be quite 111memorable. Harris, 
the founder of online programming network Pseudo and before 
that Jupiter Communications, has made a reputation for himself as 
Silicon Alley’s most enthusiastic party planner. He staunchly 




In this same piece, Harris declaratively stated that “This [Quiet] will be the most 
important millennial experience in the most important city in the world...Man is the 
evolutionary king of the jungle, but there’s something else happening. You can call it the 
Machine Age, you can call it the next coming of Christ. [Mankind] is going to be 
marginalized.”39 Soon after, The New York Post published an article titled, “The 
Manhattan Project: Artist Josh Harris Creates His Own Version of Big Brother For the 
 
38 Amanda Griscom, “Pseudo’s Surveillance Palace,” December 14, 1999, The Village Voice, 
https://www.villagevoice.com/1999/12/14/pseudos-surveillance-palace/  
 
39 Ibid.,  
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Millennium,” in which journalist Mary Huhn describes Quiet as a project that “mixes 
performance art with the voyeuristic sensibilities of Andy Warhol,” adding that the whole 
concept also seems slightly tinged with Lord of the Flies.40  
We Live In Public, a documentary by Ondi Timoner, a participant and the 
designated documentarian of Quiet, catalyzed its reputation one decade after it’s 
occurrence. The 2009 Documentary focuses on Harris as its subject, and dedicates 25 
minutes of the film to Quiet through montage and interviews with those involved. 
Released to wide acclaim, the documentary was awarded the Grand Jury Prize at the 
Sundance Film Festival and added to the MoMA’s film collection.41  After Harris gained 
exposure through the release of We Live In Public in 2009, the artist Loretta Fahrenholz 
hailed Quiet:We Live in Public in the Top Ten Column of the March 2012 issue of 
Artforum. Fahrenholz’s praise is the first and only mention of Quiet to be published in an 
art publication. She writes:  
On the cusp of Y2K, 150 participants lived together under twenty four hour video 
monitoring in a three-level loft in lower Manhattan, staging a deranged, dystopian 
social structure. In exchange for free lodging and meals, user-residents agreed to 
make every minute of their lives visible (via closed circuit broadcast) to all others 
in the compound. This hydra of self-display, voyeurism, social control, and 
surveillance-- masterminded by ‘90s dot-com developer Josh Harris-- anticipated 
the Internet’s coming deluge of realness, liveliness, and simultaneity. Just as the 
new millennium began, Harris’ project imploded in all-out pandamonium. Twelve 
years later, clips of undressed, drugged-up subjects in baby pools humming off-
key tunes haunt the Web like the howling ghosts of the prophecy QUIET 
performed.42      
 
40 Mary Huhn, “The Manhattan Project: Artist Josh Harris Created His Own Version of Big Brother for the 
Millenium” New York Post, December 27, 1999. https://nypost.com/1999/12/27/the-manhattan-project-
artist-josh-harris-creates-his-own-version-of-big-brother-for-the-millennium/.  
 
41 “Ondi Timoner, We Live in Public, 2009,” Object number W20925 (Museum of Modern Art, New 
York.) https://www.moma.org/artists/37355.  
 
42 Loretta Fahrenholz, "Top Ten," Artforum International, March 01, 2012, 125-26.  
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Harris was deemed “The Warhol of Web” after a 2009 interview with British 
journalist Andrew Smith for The Guardian.43 This became the basis for a biography on 
Harris, entitled Totally Wired: The Rise and Fall of Josh Harris and the Great Dotcom 
Swindell, released in 2012. The text describes Quiet as a “Millenium Party” that was 
“equal parts art project, party, Stanford Prison Experiment and physical summoning of 
what the id-driven internet might look like in the future.” Additionally, Smith describes 
Harris's vision of the future as so contradictory to the Internet Utopianism of the late 
1990s, that his younger peers found his predictions not only unlikely, but “barely 
intelligible.”44 Further, Smith characterizes Timoner’s portrayal of Quiet, via her 
documentary, as a cover for a significantly more regulated event. “Far from being 
unregulated, Quiet was awash with rules- all imposed by the Programmer himself 
[Harris] at nightly planning meets with the aim of producing dramatic footage for the film 
he hoped to make.”45 Smith intensifies this accusation with the admission of the rumor of 
a $100,000 grand prize for the participant who could “survive” to the end of New Year’s 
Eve. “Lost from official accounts of Quiet is the detail that Josh had recruited subjects on 
a promise of $100,000 for anyone who could survive to the end of New Year’s Day... 
Meaning, any or all or all of sixty struggling and somewhat desperate artists-- including a 
number of performance artists.”46 
 
 
43 Andrew Smith, "Josh Harris: The Warhol of the web." The Guardian. November 04, 2009. 
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2009/nov/04/josh-harris-we-live-public.  
 
44 Smith, Totally Wired, p. 275. 
 
45 Ibid., p. 282.  
 
46 Ibid., p. 286 
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 The most enduring record of Quiet exists as a two hour long cut of footage, 
entitled Quiet, People Watching. Published by Ondi Timoner and M.J. Luvvy Harris, the 
cut has been available to view on the free internet database, Archive.org, since February 
of 2014.47 During that same year, Gallerist Amy Li curated a series of exhibitions 
centered around the artists who participated in Quiet, entitled A Quiet Summer at her 
eponymous Tribeca gallery- Amy Li Projects (Figure 30).Three exhibitions dedicated to 
Quiet took place between June 19-August 31, 2014.48 Among these were a presentation 
of photography by Donna Ferrato, and a performance of Net-Band-Command, a 
performance piece by Harris himself. Work by other Quiet participants, including works 
on paper by Martinez and electrostatic prints of the pods by Gompertz were too 
exhibited, alongside a screening of Quiet, People Watching.49  
Martinez introduced Li to Harris through email in Spring of 2014. The series of 
exhibitions is immortalized through Facebook events and a review of Amy Li’s endeavor 
in Noah Becker’s WhiteHot Magazine, illustriously titled “Amy Li Projects: The new kid 
on the block arrives with a bang.”50 Li regards Harris as a visionary: “People think he’s 
crazy and unstable, but as a curator I understand what he’s doing,” she claimed. “Josh has 
these really complicated ideas that normal people won’t understand. He has these 
 
47 “Quiet, People Watching” Ondi Timoner and M.J. Luvvy, Archive.org, February 13, 2014.  
    https://archive.org/details/QuietPeopleWatching  
 
48 See Amy Li Projects Facebook page for listing of event, Accessed April 2, 2021. 
https://www.facebook.com/166Mott/?ref=page_internal  
 
49 "The Making of Quiet" Screening, Amy Li Projects, Accessed April 2, 2021. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/678294535580011/   
 




predictions, and he tells people-- they’ll think something's wrong with him, it’s so 
complicated, that they won’t understand. But later on they'll see ‘Oh he was right, this 
really did happen.’ The biggest example would be, he predicted the over sharing culture 
online. Which was demonstrated in Quiet.”51 
 Ondi Timoner included Harris and referenced Quiet specifically in her Ted Talk, 
“When Genius and Insanity Hold Hands” at TedX KC, in 2014.52 That same year, Ezra 
Marcus published an article in Interview Magazine, describing Quiet as “an art piece and 
anthropological experiment.”53 Marcus hailed the project as “compelling both on its own 
merits—an exploration of how constant media exposure warps the social contract—and 
as a document of pre-gentrification Manhattan, when freaks could take over bunkers and 
summon the future, guns and all.”54 Frequently, Timoner cites her moment of recognition 
of Quiet’s fulfilled prophecy when she began using Facebook. In a 2016 interview with 
VICE, Timoner describes the urgency of releasing her film when the “bunker began to 
come true” in her life. “That's when I decided to finish the film—when I saw the first 
public posting on Facebook saying, ‘I'm driving west on the freeway,' posted two hours 
ago, and I thought, ‘Who cares?’... I just had this feeling in my gut like, oh my god the 
bunker's coming true, I've got to finish this movie right now.’”55 In January of 2018, 
 
51 Li, Amy. Interview by Dana Notine. In person interview. 166 Mott Street, New York, March 25, 2017.  
 
52 “When genius and insanity hold hands | Ondi Timoner | TEDxKC,” Youtube, Accessed February 10, 
2021. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yv7c_RzPSn0   
 
53 Ezra Marcus, “The Secret History of New York's Craziest Social Experiment,” Interview Magazine, 




55 Joe Bish, “‘We Live in Public’ Director Talks About The Narcissistic World Her Documentary 
Predicted,” Vice Media,August 22, 2016.https://www.vice.com/en/article/mvkv94/ondi-timoner-interview-
we-live-in-public  
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Timoner announced the production of an adaptation of We Live in Public on a panel at 
the Sundance Film Festival. The feature film is to be directed by Ben Stiller, with Jonah 
Hill cast to play Josh Harris. There is currently no release date set for the film, as of this 
writing.56 In January 2021, Harris spoke on the film podcast The Ion Pack, during which 
he was lauded as a “prophet” for his predictions.  
 Despite the lack of coverage by art-specific periodicals, Harris’ Warhol 
comparisons are frequent. In several articles, prominent figures from the New York art 
scene laud Harris’ project, including Jeffrey Deitch, who The Village Voice described as 
a “convert.”57 “With this kind of project,” Deitch claimed, “there’s really no definition of 
what constitutes pulling it off and what’s not pulling it off, and that’s what’s interesting.” 
He goes on to commend Harris’ “fresh energy,” before stating that “there is bound to be 
art in this show I find dismissible, there will be things that offend me. But there will be 
extraordinary things in this show that you couldn’t find anywhere else.”58 Though 
Deitch’s praise sounds somewhat mixed, the founder and former director of MoMA PS1, 
Alanna Heiss, left no room for misunderstanding during her interview for the We Live in 
Public documentary. Memorably, Heiss describes fighting for a pod after she was told 
there were no more left to claim: “‘There is a pod for me, because I am who I am..’ I am 
 
 
56 Dana Harris-Bridson and Jenna Marotta, “Ben Stiller to Direct Jonah Hill in Adaptation of Sundance-
Winning Documentary ‘We Live in Public’-- Sundance 2018” IndieWire, January 20, 2018, 
 https://www.indiewire.com/2018/01/ben-stiller-jonah-hill-we-live-in-public-sundance-2018-1201919578/  
 
57 Amanda Griscom, “Pseudo’s Surveillance Palace,” December 14, 1999. The Village Voice. 
https://www.villagevoice.com/1999/12/14/pseudos-surveillance-palace/  
 
58 Ibid.,  
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Alanna Heiss, and there is a pod for me.” 59 Heiss goes on to exalt Quiet as one of the 
most extraordinary activities she had ever attended during her career.60  
Beyond Deitch and Heiss, notable attendants of Quiet include John Weber, who 
was invited to the New Year's Eve celebration by Koenig (Figure 31). If the presence of 
art world celebrities inherently legitimized an art work or exhibition, Quiet would have 
indubitably been exhibited beyond one gallery exhibition series, and discussed in art 
historical discourse. Yet, despite the participation of numerous art world celebrities in 
addition to numerous admissions of praise, Quiet is ironically not recognized 
institutionally. Why has this cultural moment been so conspicuously absent from art 
historical discussion?   
 
59 We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009.   
 
60 The exact quote was “This was one of the most extraordinary activities that I have ever attended 





Chapter 2: Historical Precedents  
 
“Any incentive to paint is as good as any other. There is no poor subject.  
Painting is always strongest when in spite of composition, color, etc.  
It appears as a fact, or an inevitability, as opposed to a souvenir or arrangement.  
 
Painting relates to both art and life. Neither can be made. 
 (I try to act in that gap between the two.) 
 
A pair of socks is no less suitable to make a painting with than  
wood, nails, turpentine, oil, and fabric.”         
  
- Robert Rauschenberg 61  
  
  
The 20th century post-Readymade offered fertile ground for new and interesting 
kinds of art to percolate. The iconic 1959 exhibition 16 Americans, curated by Dorothy 
C. Miller offered a glimpse at some of the boldest American artists working at the time. 
Robert Rauchenberg, just one titanic name off of an impressive roster (featuring Frank 
Stella and Jasper Johns,) presented his painting combines-- artworks he considered to be 
neither painting nor sculpture, yet existed in some liminal artistic space between the two 
recognized mediums. Within the catalogue, Rauschenberg famously described paintings' 
relationship to art and life- establishing a desire to work “in the gap” that would remain 
with him for the rest of his career. Paul Schimmel, the former chief curator at the Los 
Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art, traced the root of art history's most experimental 
moments of the 20th century to combines: “Pop art, Fluxus, Arte Povera, the performance 
art of the sixties, conceptualism in the seventies, environmental art, installation art, 
 





political art-- all that erasure between the art object and the person who made it began 
with the combines.”62 
One of Quiet's main themes can be traced back to the spontaneity of Fluxus, a 
movement which also praised the gap Rauschenberg identified. The unpredictability and 
occupation within a commercial building in run-down Tribeca recall the originality of the 
Alternative Spaces movement, and the scientific open-ended format of Relational 
Aesthetics. Within all three of the movements mentioned, the hierarchies between what is 
art and what is not art were being challenged, playfully. From Pop to Fluxus, a cultural 
eagerness to integrate the “everydayness” of monotonous, modern living into art practice 
percolated in the cultural consciousness. In the following chapter, I will examine selected 
moments within art history that present the foundation for Quiet’s existence. Concluding 
with Relational Aesthetics, I will present a brief view of three key moments in 20th 
century art history.   
 
         2.a. Fluxus 
 
 Foundational to the Fluxus movement were the practices of John Cage, who 
taught a 1958 class at the New School, which has since been cited as the beginning of 
Fluxus. Taking cue from John Cage’s affinity for chance, the works of the Fluxus 
movement were open-ended and often involved audience participation, or even a set of 
printed instructions. The majority of Fluxus concepts originate in the creation of the 
Event Score by George Brecht- a piece of sheet music or a text prompt which facilitated 
 
62 Calvin Tomkins, Off the Wall, A Portrait of Robert Rauschenberg, (New York, Picador, 2005),  p. 280.  
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the artwork. Through the presentation of directives for the viewer to follow, the boundary 
between artist and viewer took on new meaning, as the performances of the Fluxus 
movement emphasized mundane, everyday activities. In short, the movement sought to 
dismantle the distinction between art and life by exalting performances in which small, 
subtle moments were lauded as fine art. With this radical permission, the group 
inaugurated the Fluxus Performance Festival of New Music in Wiesbaden Germany in 
1962.63 Though Fluxus was thought to be anti-establishment and anti-art, the intent of the 
movement was likely not to be anti-anything. Contrasting sharply from the documented 
disdain for the bourgeoisie-- as seen in the performances of the Dada and Surrealist 
period-- Many objects and events associated with Fluxus sought to emphasize the 
neglected sensibilities of smell, site, touch and task as a relevant base for art making and 
performance.64  
Multiple works from Fluxus artists involved the creation and digestion of food, as 
David Joselit demonstrated in his 2013 text, The Readymade Metabolized: Fluxus in Life. 
Joselit designates Alison Knowles and George Mucinas as examples of artists who 
utilized planned meals in their practice- though they are by no means the only artists to 
do so amongst their cohort.65 The Identical Lunch, a 1969 performance by Knowles, 
consisted of the artist recording herself and prompting spectators to eat the same meal she 
frequently had for lunch. On a near-daily basis, Knowles claims to have eaten “a tuna fish 
 
63 Tomkins, p. 280.  
 
64 “Alison Knowles, Fluxus,” Accessed March 3, 2021, http://www.aknowles.com/fluxus.html  
 
65 David Joselit, The Readymade Metabolized: Fluxus in Life, RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, No. 
63/64, Wet/Dry (spring/autumn 2013), pp. 190-200. Joselit mentions Robert Watts and Daniel Spoerri as 
other artists who “Worked with foodstuffs.” p. 195, https://artslb.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/The-
Readymade-metabolized.pdf  
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sandwich on wheat toast with butter and lettuce, no mayo, and a cup of soup or glass of 
buttermilk” at a local diner. By turning this habit into a performance, Knowles' friends 
tried the same lunch, often at a local diner, and chronicled their experiences while eating 
the specific meal. In contemporary iterations, the project has evolved to include 
communal meals served by Knowles. Variations on the artwork consist of instructions on 
how to make the sandwich- inviting the participant to do as the artist does, and elevating 
the experience of necessary sustenance to a deliberate act of artmaking.  
  
2.b. Alternative Spaces   
 
 While the Alternative Spaces movement is nebulous, it can be traced back to New 
York City in the early 1970s, when the artists Jeffrey Lew and Gordon Matta-Clark 
converted a crumbling unoccupied building in SoHo into a guerilla art space, called 112 
Greene Street. Their unconventional use of buildings for art spaces expanded the next 
year, when Lew and Matta-Clark co-founded the restaurant and art space FOOD. 
Through both Greene street and FOOD, the artists reinterpreted buildings that had been 
outfitted with specific functions as renegade art galleries. Before dining entertainment 
experiences became trendy, Matta-Clark invited fellow artists to serve as guest chefs and 
collaborate on meals- making both the preparation of the meal, and its consumption, 
artworks. As Randy Kennedy identified in a 2007 article for the New York Times, Matta-
Clark considered cooking as a kind of performance, in its own right: 66  
 





Artists were also invited weekly to serve as guest chefs, 
and the whole dinner was considered a performance art 
piece. One of the most fabled, costing $4, was Matta-
Clark’s “bone dinner,” which featured oxtail soup, roasted 
marrow bones and frogs’ legs, among other bony entrees. 
After the plates were cleared, the bones were scrubbed and 
strung together so that diners could wear their leftovers 
home.” 
 
 The work of Matta-Clark was noticed and supported by the curator Alanna Heiss, 
who founded the Institute for Art and Urban resources; a non-profit designed to transform 
disused spaces of New York into venues for art exhibitions. Heiss presented imaginative, 
site-specific curations, such as The Brooklyn Bridge Event, a multifaceted festival 
comprising concerts, exhibitions, and event barbeque by Matta-Clark, who famously 
cooked a whole pig and served 500 pork sandwiches as part of a performance for the 
event.67 “All I do is shows. I’m not interested in collections.” Heiss mused in a 2014 
interview. “I’m only minimally interested in storage; my true love is real estate. I 
developed a kind of manual on how to use buildings for art shows.”68 Heiss was more 
inspired by nightclubs than she was by other museums. She took this vision and created 
an “anti museum.” An example of this is the Clocktower gallery in Tribeca, a literal 
clocktower that she converted into an art gallery.69  Soon after, in 1976, Heiss founded 
P.S.1 Contemporary Art as the Center in Long Island City. For this venture, she 
 
67  Ibid., “In 1971 Matta-Clark cooked a whole pig under the Brooklyn Bridge and served 500 pork 
sandwiches as part of a performance.” 
 
68 “ALANNA HEISS with David Carrier and Joachim Pissarro, with the assistance of Gaby Collins-
Fernandez” Art in Conversation, The Brooklyn Rail, December 2014 - January 2015 issue. Accessed 
February 5, 2021, 
https://brooklynrail.org/2014/12/art/alanna-heiss 
 
69 “Alanna Heiss,” Clocktower.org, Accessed April 13, 2021, https://clocktower.org/person/alanna-heiss  
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purchased a former elementary school with the intention to transform the massive 
building into a sprawling museum.70    
 Heiss’ impressive career reimagined the disused spaces across New York City; an 
inspiring solution to improve the landscape of a bankrupt city. The newly minted 
museum was inaugurated with the Rooms exhibition, in 1976-- a groundbreaking 
exhibition that prompted a roster of artists to create site-specific installations which 
engaged directly with the architecture of the institution. The artists were given access to 
the full building, working within the classrooms, stairwells, closets, and boiler rooms of 
the former school. The novelty of the Rooms exhibition provided a refreshing take on 
institutional group exhibitions. Heiss’ vision expanded curatorial possibilities of 
exhibition making and institutional display. In 2016, The exhibition 40 commemorated 
the four decade anniversary of the inaugural exhibition, which featured Matta-Clark, 
Alan Saret, and John Baldessarri, to name a few. 
 
         2.c.  Relational Aesthetics 
 
 The term Relational Aesthetics was first theorized by Nicolas Bourriard in the 
1990s. It described a movement of art characterized by its lack of boundaries and 
laboratory-like aesthetic. Installations which elicited situations for participation made 
human interaction the artwork itself. An iconic artist of this movement is Rirkrit 
Tiravanija, whose installations evoke moments of cultural history and institutional 
 
70 “Alanna Heiss and the Downtown Art Scene” MoMA Through Time, Museum of Modern Art, New 
York. Accessed April 15, 2021,  
https://www.moma.org/interactives/moma_through_time/1970/alanna-heiss-and-the-downtown-art-scene/  
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critique. His 1992 exhibition Untitled (Free), at the 303 Gallery featured the back end of 
the gallery brought to the main gallery, accompanied by a modest kitchen set up, a stove, 
a pot, and the ingredients to make a Thai curry, which Tiravanija served for free to 
anyone who wanted it. Participants were delighted to enjoy the social benefits of a more 
welcoming gallery space. There was something exciting about the fun inherent in the 
work, and its seemingly populous qualities. When the work was restaged in 1995 at the 
Carnegie International exhibition in Pittsburgh, Tiravanija added “still” to the title.71  
The movement was received positively by museums, including the MoMA, who added 
the work to their permanent collection and displayed Free as either a “vestige of its 
earlier manifestations'' via a photograph of the original event, or reactivated with food 
prepared with Tiravanija’s recipe, in the Museum.”72  
In the year 2000, Mauritzio Cattelan and Jens Hoffmann created The 6th 
International Caribbean Biennial. The work was a week-long vacation, in which ten 
artists selected by Hoffmann and Cattelan went on holiday in the Caribbean island of 
St.Kitts. The artists selected were among the most successful at the time, and reflected 
the same roster a biennial or art fair would boast. The work subverted the notion of the 
biennial as a work event-- a site exclusively for commercial gains. Instead, by requiring 
that the selected artists were required to relax, the work was invoking the polar opposite 
of the typical schedule of a biennial week. Cattelan’s Caribbean Biennial is equal parts 




72 Rirkrit Tiravanija, untitled (free/still), 1992/1995/2007/2011-, Moma.org, Museum of Modern Art, New 
York, Accessed February 26, 2021, https://www.moma.org/collection/works/147206.  
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“All that this Caribbean Biennial is doing is presenting an intensified, 
encapsulated version of everyday life,”73 Cattelan insisted. Though the conceptual work 
sought to satisfy the qualities of a biennial (a press release, full page ads in art magazines, 
a roster of “it” artists), the piece consciously parodied the notion of biennial culture-- a 
social phenomenon characterized by art-based social events, luxurious parties, and 
deregulated capitalism. Among themes of leisure and globalism, the Cattelan’s biennale 
sought to question the attention-based model of the biennial itself.  Through this 
ambivalent lens, Cattelan and Hoffman created a distilled parody, a deliberate quotation 
and reinterpretation of the requirements of biennial-dom. Cattelan describes their process 
as the following: 
We started out by studying what a biennial is: well known artists, ads in 
magazines, a catalogue, a press office, a curatorial project, invitation 
letters, curators, guests. And then we produced it exactly as it is… There is 
something extremely romantic in our gesture: a certain grandeur and 
insanity, too—if that’s what you expect from art. Putting together a show 
in a few months, gathering all of those artists in one place is something 
that requires as much strength and concentration as painting the biggest 
canvas. In a way, this biennial is our arena, the place where we throw our 
frustrations and tensions and happiness. It is not an opportunistic move: it 
is an act of generosity. 74  
 
 Cattelan’s description does a number of things. First, he identifies the ingredients 
of biennial-dom: advertisements, a press office, curators, guests, etc. Then he 
characterizes the curation of a biennial as a romantic gesture, which requires both 
insanity and organization to execute. Cattelan then compares the labor of putting together 
a show as equal to the “strength and concentration” required to paint a large canvas; 
 
73 Cattelan, Maurizio. 6th Caribbean Biennial – A Project by Maurizio Cattelan (Paris, France: Les Presse 
Du Réel/Janvier, 2001), Chapter B: Blown Away.  
74 Ibid.,  
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synthesizing the supposedly contradictory duties of the artist and curator, and breaking a 
stereotypical distinction between the two. Finally, Cattelan presents the biennial as an act 
of generosity, a utopian gesture that is void of commercial opportunism. Later, Cattelan 
criticized the biennial as a “cynical manipulation of consensus,” before acknowledging 
that his biennial is no exception to this fact.  
 Through Cattelan’s complicated response to the biennial model, we can surmise 
that the utopian qualities of the biennial structure are complicated with dystopian 
realities. The utopian gesture of grouping and presenting artists from all over the world 
seems to materialize the internet's global reach. “Biennials celebrate the coming of a new 
economy: the economy based not on the scarcity of material goods, but rather on the 
unavoidable scarcity of human attention, the kind of attention that comes from audiences. 
This is the economy that has helped give rise to cyberspace.”75 Further, Cattelan 
compares The 6th Caribbean Biennial to Warhol’s factory: “... it shares some of the 
factory’s strengths and weaknesses. It can feel clubby and exclusive, but also brings out 
the best, or at least the unexpected, in people. It sanctions everything.”76 Much like the 
internet, The 6th Caribbean Biennial reveled in its boundlessness; it sanctions everything. 
The ephemeral and transitory nature of the biennial mimicked the internet in its 
everywhere-ness. By extension of this thought, the biennial model can be interpreted as 
an analog version of the post-internet global art market. The atopia-inspired irrelevance 
of location and categorization  
 
There is a power in weakness and absence, in redistribution: working on 
 
75 Ibid.  
 
76 Cattelan, “Chapter B: Blown Away.”  
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weakness means searching, within the communal landscape, for those 
points of intersection where utopias become disappointment. Every 
biennial and every artwork dwells in this no man's land, where the 
opposite fields of public intervention and personal vision finally collide. 
Every artwork poses a question we can’t answer, a doubt we can’t clear 
up. Existence is already elsewhere.77  
 
What does The 6th Caribbean Biennial say about boundaries? Most simply, it 
embraces a lack thereof. The everydayness of modern living, the democratization of 
leisure, and the rapidly deteriorating boundary between the artificial and the real 
informed a collective interest in the human encounter as a hot new medium for art 
making. Human nature as the medium itself says a lot, and introduces a social agreement 
which requires mutual vulnerability between the artist and the participant.78 Reality TV 
normalized this dynamic, and fundamentally sought to resist the atopic by editing the 
chaotic reality of their footage. As the lines between entertainment and reality steadily 
blurred, the sudden increase of technology in our daily lives complicated the ways in 
which we communicate. Cattelan expands on this uncanny state of being through the 
following:  “In the age of access, utopia is televised, deprived of any idealistic tension, 
and reality becomes a matter of style, or a rhetorical tool, between Baudrillard and The 
Blair Witch Project.”79        
In summary, Relational Aesthetics sets the stage for Quiet in its emphasis on 
human interactions as the medium itself and the chaotic, atopic results it attracted. From 
the Fluxus movement onward, a boundary between life and art was blissfully 
 
77 Cattelan, “Chapter A: All is Falling: Art—Artist—Attention.”   
 
78 See Claire Bishop’s 2004 article, “Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics” for more on this important 
dynamic. 
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complicated, and expanded to elevate human interaction as art itself. Meanwhile, the 
Alternative space movement accomplished a similar feat in the language of architecture, 
by pushing boundaries for display and curation beyond the acceptable arenas for the 
display and creation of art. Within this tapestry of art moments, it is peculiar that Quiet 
has yet to be placed in a movement to be embraced, and remembered. Though Quiet 
could easily be absorbed by the field of Relational Aesthetics due to its open-ended 
nature and emphasis on interaction, the work has yet to be identified with that movement. 
After moments of social interaction and open-endedness became established via the work 
of Rirkrit Tiravanija, the environment in which Quiet was developed clearly favored 
social interactions that breathed new life into the eliteness of art galleries.  As seen 
through the rebirth of PS1 and the inaugural Rooms exhibition, Quiet followed the legacy 
of the alternative space movement before it broke the boundaries of what settings 
qualified as legitimate exhibition containers.  
Clearly, there is an element of enjoyment present in all of these artworks. The 
fluxus movement, in addition to Pop Art, elevated moments of common life. In the most 
drastic declaration that art was for the people, the content of fine art works morphed from 
society portraiture of established wealthy families to the presentation of a women's lunch 
as a work of art. A sandwich and a list of instructions invited the viewer at home to play 
along, it said you, too can become an artist-- and all you have to do is live your life. We’ll 
celebrate the simple act of making and enjoying a sandwich as an artwork. 
 The imagination of alternative art spaces brought about wondrous potential for the 
existence of art beyond traditional museum walls. With PS1 and FOOD as key examples, 
any building, or any space in any location, could be utilized to display and experience art. 
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Furthermore, the experience of eating curry and speaking to fellow gallery members 
added new novelty to the sterile white-cube gallery. The celebration of an inherited 
receipt from Tiravanija’s mother was turned into art through his presentation of a make-
shift kitchen, intruding and flagrantly fumigating the 303 gallery. The 6th Annual 
Caribbean Biennale appropriated the long held art historical associated biennale, to 
subvert the institutions demands on artists by celebrating and creating a circumstance 
where artists could make art by doing absolutely nothing but relaxing and enjoying a 
vacation. It seems to predict the lifestyle branding moments of a  #blessed vacation post 




Chapter 3:  Dramatis Personae  
 
 As established, Harris did not act alone in the execution of Quiet. There were so 
many accepted members of the art world present and involved in the work that its 
absence from art historical discourse is suspicious. The cast of collaborators, ranging 
from the participants themselves to the “managers” of the project, affected Quiet’s 
atmosphere and success unquestionably. After interviewing several key figures of Quiet, 
this chapter will establish a base for interpretive scale for the significance of the work. 
We will hear from vital producers and guests of Quiet, in addition to Harris himself, and 
get a sense of how to evaluate this nebulous work.  
 
3.a. Leo Koenig  
 
Leo Koenig met Josh Harris in October of 1999. After a brief courtship by Harris, 
Koenig was recruited to organize the nebulous, art experiment Quiet became. Koenig’s 
Gallery at 359 Broadway serving as an unofficial entrance to Quiet, Koenig’s reputation 
likely validated the work as a hip, art event. With the prestige of a descendent of a well-
established art family, Harris found a collaborator in Koenig, who was bold enough to 
embrace his ideas and perhaps naive enough to pursue the risks of the experiment. With 
Koenigs reputation, he also brought his established relationships with his artists--Koenig 
was also able to recruit artists to participate in Quiet, including Nieils Bonde, Krystoff 
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Draeger, and Cheyney Thompson, who served as Koenig’s assistant at the time.80 Phillip 
Grauer and Sarah Braman, who founded the Canada gallery in the basement of Koenig’s 
gallery, contributed an installation to Quiet, as well.81 In a 2017 interview with the 
author, Harris revealed that he wanted either Koenig or the art critic Kenny Schacter for 
the position of curator.82  
 Birnbaum’s relationship with the Koenig family dates back to her work with 
Kasper Koenig, whom she met at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design.83 Birnbaum 
had just exhibited at the Koenig Gallery’s Brooklyn location in June84 and described her 
relationship with Leo as “trust based.” With Koenig’s approval, Dara ventured into the 
project and found herself intrigued by Quiet’s energy. Her Quiet Disaster series was 
created for the occasion- a series of plexiglass disks depicting images of Lichtenstein-like 
comic book heroines, staring at the viewer in fear.  
I spoke with Koenig via Zoom in November of 2020. It was clear that Koenig 
hadn’t spoken much about Quiet since its making-- in fact, he disclosed that he had his 
name removed from the project, so as to not have it distract from his budding curatorial 
practice.85 Though Harris financed the entire 2.5 million dollars Quiet would total, 
 
80 Email correspondence with the author.  
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Koenig stated that the checks always went through his bank account- making Koenig an 
official producer of the event, in addition to curatorial responsibilities. Harris had the 
idea, but he needed Koenig’s organizational skills. Though Koenig seemed to understand 
that a project like Quiet was not commercially-viable, he recognized the potent sense of 
timing the work contained. Koenig recalled thinking, “Is this cheesy or is it brilliant?” in 
response to Harris’ proposal, while acknowledging that Harris’ practice was “horrible and 
misguided.” “We did not know what we were doing,” Koenig continued “and the 
characters involved legitimized it.”86  When asked about Quiet’s absence from art 
historical discourse, Koenig recognized that despite the presence of what he termed 
“crucial players” of the art world, Quiet and its possibly unhinged mastermind was not 
ripe for absorption in the “insider” art world.87  
Quiet wouldn’t be the last project shared between Koenig and Harris. The B-
Thing, was a site-specific performance on the 91st floor of the World Trade Center, by 
the Viennese artist group Gelitin.  Members removed a window from the building and 
replaced it with a small, wooden balcony, consisting of a plank. Represented by Koenig 
gallery at the time, Gelitin needed someone with the financial ability to rent a helicopter 
to photograph the dangerous performance. Harris gleefully accepted the gig, which 
resulted in aerial images taken mere months before the annihilation of the towers. 
Bizarrely, the exhibition of The B-Thing was scheduled to open on the evening of 
September 11th, an eerie turn of events and an instant cancelation of the reception. The 
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exhibitions title Gelitin is Getting it All Wrong Again 88 felt dangerously funny in the 
wake of a national tragedy. 
 
3.b. Ashkan Sahihi 
 
Ashkan Sahihi met Josh Harris while on assignment for Paper magazine. Sahihi, 
a photographer, was hired to document one of Harris’ infamous parties in order to create 
professional portraits of party attendants who were strung out on drugs. Integral to this 
project was the performativity the subject assumes when confronted with a camera-- no 
less a professional set up with blinding lights and a camera man directed at you. In fact, 
Sahihi would exhibit photographs of people high on designated substances at MoMA 
PS.1 a mere seven months after Quiet’s conclusion.89 After connecting with Harris, 
Sahihi was recruited to proctor the Interrogation Room of Quiet, through which he would 
act as an emotionless, vaguely psychoanalytical torturer. Sahihi details the methodology 
behind the interrogations as the following:  
We started with very basic questions and then we went into the 
groups: political, religious, psychological, emotional, sexual. We 
have files on them on such things as: how their drug tests cameout, 
whether they like their mother better or their father better, if 
they’ve ever had anal aex, or were in jail for any political 
activities. 90 
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 That description was spoken to the former CIA intelligence officer Harold 
Kaufman, who Harris hired to authenticate the atmosphere of a real government 
interrogation. When Harris asked Kaufman to provide a framework on how to catalyze an 
emotional breakdown, Kaufman candidly suggested: “Just pretend you really hate the 
person.”91 A modestly sized room, the Interrogation Room consisted of, blinding white 
tile that reflected the beams of fluorescent light. Within this matrix-like white void, 
Ashkan, dressed sharply in a suit, sat opposite each participant, as the performance artist 
Zeroboy (dressed in sunglasses and a WWII inspired-military uniform) leered over the 
encounter. Zeroboy occupied the installation the way a bailiff threateningly lurks in a 
courtroom, seemingly at Ashkan’s will to take some kind of unpredictable action. 
Completing this cubicle meets solitary confinement-space is a wall-sized two-way mirror, 
allowing anyone who wishes to observe the interrogation anonymous access.  
I spoke to Sahihi in November of 2020, who though nostalgic for the experiment, 
admitted that he would “not do it again.”92 Sahihi identified the work as an example of 
“post-Warholian fame” and an “Orwell and Huxley-mythical” type of event, designed to 
demonstrate the fallibility of human civilization.93 He summarized the event in the 
following manner:  
 
So we're talking about the ground floor and a center of the building on 
lower Broadway and just imagine, I don't even know, 75 people or 77 









food, there's entertainment. There's as much food as you like anytime. 
There is a lot of sex and it's open to the public at certain hours who 
appeared because this is going on, but there's a party going on, on lower 
Broadway and booze is for free and people are running around half naked 
and taking showers in public. So, you can imagine what sort of magnetism 
that had and I think the temperature started going up really, really quickly. 
 
  Sahihi saw the prophetic qualities of data-mining within the interrogations he 
himself conducted. When referring to Harris’ bleak intentions and unsympathetic attitude 
as the ringleader of the work, Quiet, Sahihi argued, “was brilliant because it came from a 
bad place.”94 The temperature Sahihi refers to describes the increasingly sadistic energy 
of Quiet, in which participants were “partying to the level of self-abuse.”95 Because of 
this lack of regulation, Sahihi argues that Quiet could not (and should not) be restaged, 
for that reason. He also identified the ways in which Quiet framed the activity of 
consumption as art. As our internet realties become hyper-curated through algorithms 
which serve our advertisements, Ashkan points out that “The algorithm judges you on 
choices you've made, not who you can become.”96 Sahihi cited the author Ocean Vuong 
as an advocate of independent bookstores in a digital marketplace. Sahihi summarized 
Vuong’s statement on algorithmic shopping as the following:  
 
If you shop online, online will always look at where you come from, what 
you've done, and what you've been searching for, and it will suggest things 
based on that. It will always take your past and suggest to you things from 
your past, while the bookstore owner will stand across from you, talk to 
you, ask your questions and then look at the future and say, ‘This might 
interest you.’ So, the idea of an all seeing all calculating algorithm versus 
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after this conversation, I think you might really like Danny Smith, Jade M. 
Philips, and so on… There's so much to Quiet. This is about a generation 
that is tired of reading, tired of writing, that just assumes, again, that 
repurposed for holding thought, that consuming can be art. This is a 
generation that will say things like, "Oh, my way to express myself, 
artistically is through my clothing and my tattoos." And you will say, "Oh, 
so did you design them and sew them yourself, or did you tattoo 
yourself?" They will say, "No, no, I curated it." So it precursors all these 
things. Lunch menus being curated and consuming being art. 
 
 Can consumption of products qualify as art? Surely, Fluxus artists would agree-- 
in a literal sense, but surely this approach extends beyond the food-inspired works of the 
1960s. The overuse of the term curator borders on humourous in our hyper-curated lives. 
The curation of an instagram feed or tattoo sleeve shatters the term, which was previously 
reserved for museum professions, who would care for their assigned collections. With 
this fact, it is important to consider the Latin root of the word curator, which comes from 
curare; to care. The consideration of care in the context of the new definition of curator is 
paramount to its success, through which daily decisions are now viewed as miniature 
curations, within the larger curation of one's life.  
 
3.c. Dara Birnbaum 
 
 Dara Birnbaum’s presence at Quiet, via her exhibition at the Koenig Gallery and 
attendance at several parties, no doubt legitimized the artwork. In fact, if we look back on 
Birnbaum’s body of work, a comparison of her 1979 video Kiss the Girls, Make Them 
Cry (1979) even foreshadows a vague vision of Quiet (Figure 32). Considering the way 
the Hollywood Squares format is visually similar to the pods, Birnbaum’s recognition of 
the notion of celebrity is thematic within Quiet as well. As Barbara London described the 
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piece in her treatise on Video Art: “Minor celebrities-- washed out actresses and actors-- 
sat confined in a gridlike set of cages,” by which she means, the Hollywood Squares 
themselves. Through Birnbaum’s editing, the boxes appear much more like confined 
spaces than whimsical stages for entertaining television. Buchloh commented on this 
brilliantly in Artforum: “As a result of the precision with which Birnbaum employs these 
allegorical procedures, we discover with unprecedented clarity to what degree the theater 
of professional close-ups on the television screen has become the new historical site of 
the domination of human behavior by ideology. Physiognomic detail and its meaning 
speak off… in the tape Kiss the Girls: Make Them Cry.” 97 
 Birnbaum’s interest in the performative and the gestural points toward the artifice 
of television. “This idea of tic tac toe boxes of people, and putting people who normally 
were not at the height of their celebrity, and using them to become a living tic tac toe 
board... it sets a precedent towards that kind of language of what happens.”98 The close-
ups and selective edits speak volume about the culture of the late 1970s, particularly the 
effects of second wave feminism. Birnbaum’s foresight to select Hollywood Squares- one 
of the first reality shows of its time to “repurpose” washed up celebrities, predicts the 
rehabilitory nature of reality television. The option to rebrand one's career through the 
slew of Celebrity-focused reality shows-- think ABC’s Dancing With the Stars (2005-
present) or Celebrity Fit Club of Vh1 (2005-2010) gave famous folk new options in a 
rapidly multiplying television landscape.  
 
97 Benjamin H.B. Buchloh, “Allegorical Procedures: Appropriation and Montage in Contemporary Art,” 
Artforum International, September, 1982. https://www.artforum.com/print/198207/allegorical-procedures-
appropriation-and-montage-in-contemporary-art-35570  
 
98 Dara Birnbaum, Interview by author, November 22 2020.  
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 We Live in Public tracks a brief shot of Birnbaum’s works while a voiceover of 
Koenig refers to Birnbaum as “one of the artists from Studio 54.”99 A conversation 
between her and Harris, during which Harris tells her that “a new boy is in town, and he’s 
called technology” occurs. “I thought she was a girl,” Birnbaum retorts, mischievously, 
as Harris responds, dismissively. Later, Birnbaum is featured as a talking head who 
states: “Quiet was the invention of reality tv.”100  
 Birnbaum spoke to me via Zoom in November of 2020, and stated that she was 
“involved throughout the entirety of the piece, watching them build up spaces, installing 
the work, enjoying performances, and eating there; What I did not do was sleep in those 
chambers.”101 Birnbaum described a division of Quiet into two designated clubs- one 
titled Heaven, and the other Hell. Appropriately- the “Hell” level was the deepest below 
ground, while the sub-basement and first floor were classified as “Heaven. “At night, 
you'd go downstairs, and there were drinks that you could have for free if you were part 
of the project.”102 She was unsure if Koenig curated all of the projects, but characterized 
the Quiet Disaster works she created for the event as “rather demure,” compared to the 
performances of Hell. Among the Hell-specific performances was a scheduled 
“simultaneous orgasm” that Harris, in the guise of his alter-ego, Luvvy, attempted to 
orchestrate between three couples. Totally Wired recalled Timoner’s reaction to the 
encounter as “one of the most depressing things I’ve ever filmed,” since Harris’ presence 
 
99 We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. Performed by Joshua Harris. (2009; New York: Interloper 
Films, 2009.), documentary.  
 
100 Ibid.,  
 
101 Dara Birnbaum, Interview by author, November 22 2020.   
 
102 Ibid.,  
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impeded multiple participants' ability to maintain an erection.103   
 Birnbaum designed three large plexiglass discs, to be displayed alongside a step-
framework display of her videos. Birnbaum also made buttons bearing the same images 
of the heroines immortalized in the discs.  “(Harris was) playing with young, egotistical 
bodies.”104 Birnbaum confided, citing that the project was gaining exposure and notoriety 
in Europe, amongst young people, who traveled to New York to participate.105 Birnbaum 
described the complexities of Harris and his intentions with Quiet in the following words: 
 Josh is a big promoter ... that's why it [Quiet] still seems like a circus, but 
he seems like a clown ringmaster, who used people. He used the people 
for entertainment, although people got off on it...But my hopes for art are 
more than that… I like it [art] to change people's perceptions, if possible, 
in a way that raises consciousness and it can be done so, let's say for 
example there are favorite paintings I have, like Goya's last back paintings 
period, so those are devouring of an evil that's existent, of Saturn eating 
his own son, this is not pleasant to look at and maybe if you took a still 
frame of three people in a debauchery of fucking or something, you'd 
question why not? Why not hold that mirror up to that society at that time, 
and so maybe it has to be taken much more seriously than I do. But when I 
see the Goya, it provokes and manifests deep feelings. Feelings to work 
with, about what that time period must have been like. But it doesn't 
subjugate human experiments toward it.106 
 
 
The word “subjugate” stands out here as a red flag for Harris. Worse yet, Birnbaum is by 
no means the only person who has referred to Harris as a puppet master.107 Birnbaum 
 
103 “Luvvy attempted to coordinate the orgasms of three coupls in the nightclub-- a Reichian folly which 
was never likely to gel.. “ Smith, Totally Wired, p. 285.  
 




106 Ibid.,  
 
107 Leo Fernekes describes Josh as the following, in We Live in Public, 2009: “ Josh was the puppet master 
creating this chaos and not connecting any of the puppets together. Instead, he let their strings get tangled.”  
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goes on to compare Quiet’s machismo energy to the flagrant elements of misogyny Quiet 
encouraged. The commonplace sights of man-handling and public sex with intoxicated 
women certainly reflected the male gaze reality television espoused. Birnbaum 
highlighted a sense of bravado, exemplified through men with guns. We spoke again on 
the day after the Capitol Riots on January 6, 2021. Birnbaum cited that one can’t really 
think of Quiet without now thinking of the insurrections we had just witnessed-- which 
materialized the hyper-divided world we live in, as produced by the algorithmic echo 
chambers of the internet.  
 
3.d. Alanna Heiss 
 
Alanna Heiss is featured prominently throughout We Live in Public, singing 
Harris’s praises and starring as the most recognizable art name of the interview subjects. 
Notably, she seems to be Harris’ biggest fan-  appearing so smitten with him that she 
even admits to giving Harris the nickname Oz.108 Harris’ omnipresent control over 
fantastical situations earned him this affectionate comparison. In a cut scene from the 
Timoner’s interview,109 Heiss praises Jeff Gompertz’ pods as “something that should 
 
108 “This was one of the most extraordinary activities that I have ever attended anywhere in the world, and 
I really have gone to a lot of places really, the questions start to become who is behind this, and what’s 
going on? Behind the illusion, there had to be a mind, or a person, or even just a brain, or anybody else- 
something we couldn’t see. And that’s why I started calling him (Harris) Oz.” - Alanna Heiss, We Live in 
Public, 2009.  
 
109 Jeff Gompertz, “WLIP excerpts2.mov,” Youtube, video, July 26, 2010, 00:46/5:12, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4rvmgf_Q8s. Description: We Live in Public: Alana Heiss interview 
from WLIP on the subject of capsule hotel. Note that Heiss’ name is misspelled, this is included 
intentionally to reflect the typo in the description of the video.  
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have been at Documenta.”110 In a five minute excerpt excavated from the Youtube 
channel of Gompertz himself, Heiss lauded Quiet’s pods as a utopia- even while stating 
that while she thinks the theme of utopia is overused in exhibitions, it is present in the 
pods. “Utopia is a pretty common, overused thematic thing in art shows. This really was a 
form of utopia.” 111 Additionally, she recalls an exclusive anecdote of visiting Quiet with 
friend and coworker, MoMA Director Glenn Lowry.  
 
We talk about new art everyday. I said: Glenn, Something is happening 
that you better see. So we went downtown, and we went into the pods. 
And he looked and he looked and he looked and he said ‘Alanna, I don’t 
think this is interesting as you do. I think this is pretty normal.’ I said, 
‘Well Glenn I don’t think it is- I’ve never seen anything like this since 
Jeffrey Deitch. There’s this person behind this- maybe we should try to get 
him (Harris) to join the board of PS1’. Glenn said ‘Maybe you should 
think it over and find out what else he wants to do.’ We had a hilarious 
discussion. The idea of asking Josh to join the Board of Directors and to 
give me lots of money was dropped. But also because it was clear that he 
had his own magic-oz museum. The artists were his museum. 
 
So much is striking about the above memory.  Lowry’s comments about how 
uninteresting he found Quiet to be were validated when he was unable to recall the work, 
when approached about it for this paper.112 Heiss however did recall the work, and spoke 
with me about it on January 20, 2021- a few hours into the newly inaugurated Biden 
presidency. Two decades after Quiet, she did not share the enthusiasm the documentary 
displays. “My name is on it, and that’s fine,” she stated on a phone call, identifying Quiet 
 
110 Jeff Gompertz, “WLIP excerpts2.mov,” Youtube, video, July 26, 2010, 5:12, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4rvmgf_Q8s.  Description: We Live in Public: Alana Heiss vdo 




112 Email exchange with the author's advisor. February, 2021.  
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as “a low-level sociological experiment” and Harris as “one step away from an 
investment banker.”113 Heiss traced her involvement in the project back to her inclusion 
of Alfredo Martinez in the Generation Z exhibition at PS1.114 With Pseudo’s 
headquarters near the Clocktower Gallery, Alanna recalled stumbling upon the storefront 
of Harris’ space at 353 Broadway- which featured a boxing ring that intrigued her. 
Eventually, Heiss caught wind of Quiet and found it interesting enough to investigate, 
even claiming a pod for herself- though she never slept in it. Despite her minimal 
involvement in the pods, Josh Harris uses Heiss’ involvement as a bragging point in 
Quiet: People Watching. Interestingly, Harris describes the pod as belonging to both 
Alanna and her husband, Fred Sherman. There is currently no documentation of Sherman 
at the event, or within his designated pod. Today, she describes herself as “not a genuine 
participant.”115  
What are we to make of Heiss’ stark shift from glowing praise to mysterious 
indifference? Has Heiss changed her mind about the project because of the distance she 
now has from it? And if so- what was it that changed her opinion? Though I cannot speak 
for Alanna, our conversation left me with the sense that though she found Quiet to be an 
interesting and worthwhile experience, it was merely one of many things that she found 
interesting during that year. Throughout our conversation, she compared Quiet to various 
burlesque performances, citing her love of atmosphere and ambiance as the root of her 
 
113 Alanna Heiss, Interview by the author, Phone interview, Brooklyn, New York and New York, New 
York. January 20, 2021.    
 
114 Generation Z: April 18 - June 6, 1999, MoMA PS1, Moma.org, Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
Accessed February 26, 2021. https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/4656  
 
115 Alanna Heiss, Interview by the author, January 20, 2021.   
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attraction to bars and strip clubs. This same attraction to nightlife seems to have led her to 
Harris, who was throwing the hottest party on her block that night- replete with 
interesting people and members of the art world. The changing installations were but one 
facet of the attractive energy Quiet exuded, with its exhibtionist participants and rumors 
of public orgies.  
 
3.e. Josh Harris 
 
Since 2016, Josh Harris has lived in Las Vegas, Nevada, making his living off of 
internet poker winnings. Harris lives alone, and seems to go long stretches of time 
without talking to other people. As he tapped into Quiet, Harris understood a corporate 
desire for businesses to harness the likes and dislikes of its users. Algorithmic judgement 
has been an accepted reality for Harris since the mid-90s, if not earlier. Through Quiet, 
Harris sought to materialize the cage-like elements of the internet-- visually comparing 
surveillance to a terrarium, or an invisible prison.  
Harris intends to produce another iteration of Quiet, designed to take place with 
1,000 participants, in the museological context of an esteemed institution. Harris 
specifically cites the Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall as an ideal setting. Through the creation 
of a “human chicken factory,” as Harris puts it, he aims to draw attention to the threat of 
the singularities effect-- a prediction of technological overtaking of the human species. 
Right now-- one day, you’re going to get on your Amazon Echo, or the 
computer is going to be talking to you, like you know those voice-
activated things... Well one day, around 2024/2025, maybe sooner-- I 
could be wrong, it could actually happen sooner-- that voice is going to 
talk back to you. And when it talks back to you, there will be an element 
of contempt because it’s frustrated. Just as you’re frustrated when you’re 
talking to an automated computer voice, and you know what you want 
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from it, but it’s too stupid to get it for you... 2025, we’ll say, it (the 
computer) will have contempt for you.116   
 
 Harris continued to preach the immanence of the singularity theory in his most 
recent interview, which took place in February 2021. While speaking with the hosts of 
the Ion Pod podcast, Harris repeated his prediction that society will be “swallowed by the 
algorithmic cloud” in the Fall of 2024.117 In this same interview, Harris reiterated that 
Quiet was a “dress rehearsal” for the cage that we’re in.118 This cage refers to the literal-- 
as opposed to visual, or metaphorical-- cage that will harvest humankind.  
  
 
116 Harris, Joshua. Interview by Dana Notine. Skype interview. Brooklyn, New York and Las Vegas, 
Nevada. April 1, 2017.  
 
117 “Ep. 31: You're Already Dead with Josh Harris.” February 13, 2021. in The Ion Pod, produced by 
Podbay.fm, Podcast, Mp3 audio, 38:00. https://podbay.fm/p/the-ion-pod/e/1613247860   
 





Chapter 4: “Fifteen Minutes of Fame, Everyday.”  
 
 How do we begin to reconcile the ways in which Harris has been right, with the 
grandiose predictions he makes now? Does his current state negate the prophetic 
elements of Quiet’s conclusion, causing tension in their terrifying accuracy; suggesting 
faithfully that humans will not only tolerate voyeurism, but will volunteer to sacrifice 
their free will and privacy for a chance to relish in its omnipresence. As tempting as it 
may be to dismiss Harris-- for a multitude of reasons-- this is a circumstance in which it 
is beneficial to separate the art from the artist. Despite the malignant place Harris came 
from, Quiet is so much bigger than his off putting personality. In Quiet, Harris thwarted 
his participants two decades into the future; submerging them in connectedness to the 
point of unexpected estrangement. Through his utopian promise of hyperconnectivity, 
Harris catalyzed a dystopian result by sadistically increasing the pressure of an explosive 
situation.  
 
4.a. Utopian Promise and Dystopian Outcome  
 
 Though Quiet is often associated with the parties it produced, the threatening 
elements of the installation lent a darkness to the work. Harris, by way of various 
allusions to fascism, casts the internet as an entity with Nazi-like potential. Clearly Harris 
was weary of the prevalence of surveillance, and recognized the ways in which 
surveillance would be utilized by government and commercial forces, alike. Though there 
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were utopian instances of orgiastic parties and exhibitionist discovery, the omnipresence 
of the cameras and the invasiveness of the Interrogations proved to present the internet, 
or as Josh put it, “what the world will be like when machines take over.”119  
 With the threat of Y2K, Harris’ dystopian predictions of the internet were too 
scary to be celebrated. Though Harris created an art piece that generated buzz and 
garnered popularity in artist circles, the work presents the internet (or the overall threat of 
technology programming the human existence) as a force that will disintegrate the human 
relationship. “World War Two was the most important event of this century,” Harris 
declaratively stated during the days of Quiet, “and World War Three will be the most 
important event of the next century. It will be man against machine.”120    
It would not be an exaggeration to describe the internet as a divisive and terrifying 
phenomenon, most clearly during its early days. Disdained by some as the surefire 
downfall of human interactions, it was equally exalted by the dot-com kids who boasted 
the internet's connecting qualities as the catalyst for utopian, globalized connection. Quiet 
predicted how the presence of the internet would affect the human condition. The entire 
enterprise demonstrates a willingness to relinquish information we normally wouldn’t tell 
anyone, in exchange for a sense of community. Through Quiet’s references to fascism 
and dystopian outlook, Harris’ vision of the downfall of an initially utopian connection 
only worsened anxiety about the future.   
 
 
119  We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
 
120  Ibid., 
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4.b. Performative Contradictions  
 
There are performative contradictions present within Quiet’s concept. The 
performance of internet fame and realization of this statement, contradicts the statement 
itself. The definition of fame is reverted if everyone is famous. The realization of being 
famous everyday inherently cancels out the special-ness of that achievement. Social 
media makes people effectively “famous”, but is the validation worth the potential for 
becoming dependent on the internet and its offerings? Similarly, the Utopia of Quiet self-
destructs. A dystopia was created when the utopian vision of connectedness through the 
internet (surveillance) ultimately connects people so much so that they lose their sense of 
privacy and autonomy. In other words, the realization of the utopia delivers on the exact 
opposite of what it promised.  
  The debaucherous qualities of Quiet were felt in numerous art moments of the 
aughts. The cult of art celebrity and rock and roll levels of destruction were on full 
display in The Nest (2007), an installation by Dash Snow and Dan Colen, in which the 
artists partied with their guests at Jeffrey Deitch’s Gallery in Soho. The Nest drew its 
name from the destructive pastime of party boy Snow, who allegedly would tear up hotel 
phone books, and roll around in piles of paper while on hallucinogenic drugs.121 The 
behavior was affectionately compared to the bedding of shredded wood or paper in a 
hamster's cage, while also bearing some resemblance to a bird's nest. The Nest was an art 
world party, taking place from the hours of midnight to 8:00 am, with the remnants of a 
 
121 “Dash Snow and Dan Colen: Nest,” July 28–August 18, 2007, Deitch Projects, 76 Grand Street, New 
York.  https://www.deitch.com/archive/deitch-projects/exhibitions/nest  
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wild party presented to daytime gallery-goers. Because of Deitch’s blessing and Snow’s 
relationship to Christophe Menil (of the Menil Collection, Houston), The Nest had a 
certain glamour to it. The presence of art world celebrities mixed with the rockstar-levels 
of indulgence attracted various art insiders. All participants were effectively rock stars for 
the night, spraying graffiti on the walls and defacing the interior of a hip gallery-- all in 
the name of art. Surely, the element of duration affects that artwork.  
Despite Deitch’s documented attendance and recorded praise of the work,  the 
dealer looked back on the event with slight skepticism. In 1999, Deitch identified Quiet 
as a work that “touches on something that is very much part of America.” He goes on to 
cite Heaven's gate, the world-famous suicide cult known for their mass suicide in 1997, 
as one of the American references found in Quiet. There’s certainly a case to be made for 
this comparison, particularly in the matching uniforms Harris required his participants to 
wear.  
 I spoke to Jeffrey Deitch about Quiet in August of 2020. While Deitch has 
continually revered Harris’ foresight, he did not classify Quiet as an artwork. While he 
remembered Quiet as an interesting experimental party, Deitch described the quality of 
the work as sub-par, comparing the experience to the artworks of the Burning Man 
Festival 122-- stating that while they may be interesting, they lack the conceptual rigor of 
fine art. “Don’t overthink it…” he warned, even comparing Quiet’s bravado to 
 
122 This statement is deeply ironic because the Smithsonian recently curated a nationally touring exhibition 
No Spectators: The Art of Burning Man, Renwick Gallery of the Smithsonian American Art Museum in 
Washington, DC (March 30, 2018 – January 21, 2019), Cincinnati Art Museum in Cincinnati, Ohio (April 
26, 2019 – September 2, 2019), Oakland Museum of California in Oakland, California (October 12, 2019 – 
February 16, 2020). https://americanart.si.edu/exhibitions/burning-man  
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“Teenaged Boy fantasies.”123 He ascribed a classification of outsider art, or meta-art.124 
As Deitch had stated in The Village Voice nearly 20 years prior: “There is bound to be art 
in this show I find dismissible, there will be things that offend me.” Yet he went on to 
state that in addition to the offensive work, “there will be extraordinary things in this 
show that you couldn’t find anywhere else.” 125 
Despite this verdict of meta-art, Deitch must have recognized that the attendants 
of Quiet featured artworld characters such as his own mentor, John Weber.126 At 
minimum-- Quiet was associated with Leo Koenig’s gallery, which exhibited the work of 
Dara Birnbaum, who was recognized as a pioneering video artist of her time. Alanna 
Heiss’ involvement in the project, though not entirely understood, anointed the work, and 
no doubt attracted the attendance of art world insiders. But what are we to make of 
Deitch’s assessment, and the ways in which his claims support Birnbaum’s comments of 
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4.c. Attentional vs Intentional Aesthetics   
 
Jean Marie Schaeffer’s Art in the Modern Age provides a framework to interpret 
Quiet, through the authors interpretation of Genette’s Attentional Vs Intentional 
aesthetic: 
 
Genette connects this distinction with two different aesthetic systems, one 
intentional, the other attentional. The former depends on a creation with an 
aesthetic aim and the latter on an aesthetic reception that can be exercised 
even in the absence of a corresponding creation: no one can force you to 
read Hegel’s Phenomenology of the Spirit as a novel (fairly abstract, it is 
true) or to plunge with delight into Boussuet’s prose (even if the Christian 
faith the Bishop of Meaux propagates in his writings remains alien to 
you). The same can be said about scientific photography and also for 
products in everyday use that draw our aesthetic attention: a milk pitcher, 
a plowshare, etc.127 
 
 Quiet was received as an artwork by the Intendees, who created the work with the 
intention of performance art. By this logic, Quiet qualifies as an artwork because it was 
conceived of with the intention of such. This premeditated intention was received by the 
participants, who agreed to take part in work, and the art world celebrities who validated 
the work with their attention to it. Accordingly, the art status of the attendees gave the 
event credibility, automatically, regardless of if the work was necessarily good or not. 
According to Leo Koenig-- and documented by Donna Ferrato--John Weber, who 
mentored a young Jeffrey Deitch, attended Quiet on New Years Eve. As a guest of 
Koenig, Weber’s attendance corroborates Quiet as, at minimum, the place to be, on that 
fateful, final day of the 20th century. Practically speaking, Quiet functions as a social 
 
127 Schaeffer, Jean-Marie, Art of the Modern Age: Philosophy of Art from Kant to Heidegger, (Princeton, 
New Jersey, University Press, 2000). p. 295. 
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experiment-- a hypothesis investigated in real-time, with the assistance of volunteers. As 
Schaeffer describes: “The receiver is the creator or inventor of the object that he 
appreciates.”128 
In fact, there is a case to be made to compare The Nest (2007) by Dash Snow and 
Dan Colen to Quiet. Deitch’s fun for all certainly fit into the family of Relational 
Aesthetics, while also sharing a hardcore party vibe with Quiet. Was the witnessing of a 
drugged out bacchanal an easier sight than the cult-like experiment of Quiet? Probably. 
The Nest was not only easier to understand, but it was also celebratory and allowed for 
participation in an immersive installation. With The Nest, an unfavorable reading would 
cite the drug abuse that took place on the premises as a foreshadowing of the death of 
Snow, who died of an overdose in 2009.129 While there were no recorded fatalities 
associated with either event, both displayed a kind of new age hedonism which shared an 
awesome potential for evisceration. Certainly, both Quiet and The Nest alike illustrate 
that the ability to effectively overdose on what we want-- community, sex, surveillance, 
etc-- will be even more easily attainable, in the digitally-connected millennium.  
Deitch met Harris at his gallery sometime in the late 90’s. Harris approached 
Deitch with the offer for a program slot at Pseudo.com, proposing a live-feed of the 
established gallery to be streamed online.130 Deitch turned down the offer, stating that it 
would probably be pretty boring for the viewer at home. Harris disagreed with this 
assessment, stating that the content would be especially engaging on nights which 
 
128 Ibid., p. 296. 
 
129 Feuer, Alan and Salkin, Allen “Terrible End for an Enfant Terrible” The New York Times, July 24, 
2009. https://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/26/nyregion/26dash.html    
 
130 Jeffrey Deitch, Interview by the author, August 19, 2020.   
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performances or exhibition openings took place. Though this was not enough to sway the 
dealer into Harris’ network, it’s interesting to think about the possibilities of the proposed 
project. This proto-version of Quiet looks remarkably similar to the work Harris still 
wants to make.  
 Deitch’s diagnosis of not art totally dismisses the brilliance of Quiet. The 
proposed lack of conceptual rigor seems inaccurate, due to the work's occurrence at the 
dawn of the forthcoming social media revolution. Quiet exists at the interstices between 
reality TV, surveillance art, and the burst of interconnectivity, brought on by the advent 
of social media. While Deitch acknowledges that Harris is brilliant in his recognition of 
how the internet would affect reality, its lack of polish seems to be the primary culprit for 
the work's outsider status.   
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Conclusion: “Lo and Behold”: The Case for Quiet 
 
When the internet began in 1969, it existed as a government-subsidized digital 
network, designed to connect a group of computers located at different universities across 
the United States. On the fateful night of October 29, around 10:30 pm, the first message 
ever was exchanged between computers. "The intent was to "log in" on a computer 400 
miles away,"  the computer scientist Leonard Kleinrock recounted in Werner Herzog’s 
2016 documentary, Lo and Behold, Reveries of the Connected World.131 In order to log 
in, you have to type LOG, and the other machine will respond with IN, completing the 
phrase. As UCLA transmitted the letters L and O, to the Stanford Research Computer 
center, their device crashed before receiving the G; inadvertently sending ‘LO’ to SRU. 
"We couldn't have asked for a more succinct, more powerful, more prophetic message 
than ‘LO,’" Kleinrock stated, acknowledging the mysterious grandeur of the 
transmission.132   
Given the fact that social media has considerably altered the human condition-- 
can Quiet be considered a warning, unheard? Could Quiet have been understood as an 
omen of unregulated technology? Yet, to categorize Quiet as a dystopian warning against 
the alienating grip of technology flattens its complexity. Instead, Quiet exists as 
something that is fundamentally uncategorizable, at least within the binary set of Utopia 
 
131 Lo and Behold, Reveries of the Connected World, Directed by Werner Herzog (2016; New York, 
Magnolia Pictures), Documentary.   
 
132 Ibid.,  
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vs Dystopia. Its Atopic value, on the other hand, lies in the myriad ways in which the 
work reveals the best, and worst, elements of the human condition altogether-- as social 
media does, equally. “People don’t really know how to deal with freedom.” One 
participant warned during the last days of Quiet, “Freedom is turning people into 
beasts.”133  
 The vast promises unleashed by the internet appear at first unquestionably good, 
allowing for unprecedented social connections and opening up new perspectives beyond 
our local communities. However, the same lack of regulation which opened up new 
horizons also resulted in an ecosystem of disinformation. The anonymity that the internet 
provides has enabled, among other things, clandestine pockets of unabashed white 
supremacy and nazism to flourish. The underbelly of the internet has materialized in real-
life violence on numerous occasions, and live-streaming horrific events has become a 
new normal. This reality relates to the influence of the algorithm that Harris predicted, 
that we were unable to comprehend.  
Since roughly 2010, the internet has demonstrably become a culturally recognized 
influencer of political elections and global policy, at large.134 The ways in which social 
media has most visibly impacted elections is already perceptible within the data profiles 
Harris forecasted in Quiet- the framework for Russian bots and cultural division through 
 
133 We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
 
134 The Arab Spring is often cited as a foundational moment for social media and political action. In a 2011 
article by Catherine O’Donnell, she stated: “People who shared interest in democracy built extensive social 
networks and organized political action. Social media became a critical part of the toolkit for greater 
freedom.” 
 
Catherine O’Donnell, “New Study Quantifies Use of Social Media in Arab Spring,” UW News, University 
of Washington, September 12, 2011. https://www.washington.edu/news/2011/09/12/new-study-quantifies-
use-of-social-media-in-arab-spring/   
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algorithmic echo chambers of content. The ease at which companies were able to 
effectively “create” human entities online is concerning; all that is required is some basic 
coding knowledge and a list of things people like and dislike-- creating the base for 
dossiers of likes, dislikes, and other such markers to measure public engagement. The 
power afforded by the cameras on our phones, and the ease with which we can post what 
we record, has renewed attention on the crisis of police brutality- climaxing with the 
horrific video of George Floyd’s execution by the Minneapolis PD in the summer of 
2020.  
 In conclusion, Quiet is a major Atopic event, which warrants our renewed 
attention through this thesis, due to the fact that the experiment revealed things about 
humankind that would prove to be frighteningly accurate. The social significance of the 
event overpowers the bizarreness and potentially lewd motivations of Harris-- who, 
despite reveling in his role as provocateur, is remembered as a man with no interest in 
saving the world, as he is invested in watching it burn. Quiet is important because it 
showed us ourselves, twenty years in advance. Of course, we were unable to see it then- 
but Harris seemed to know it would work out this way all along. Yet-- with that 
invaluable foresight, he chose to use his position of power to make social events that 
validated his perceived ego, rather than inspire substantial change. He claimed to want to 
make art that explains to humans “what is going to happen next.” Yet he never specified 
if he was on the side of humans or technology. “The art that I make is explaining to 
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humans what’s going to happen next. As the world is modernized, the social nature of 
things is going to be done virtually. The next natural thing is the virtual reality world.”135  
To the audience of early aughts art lovers, Quiet’s revelations of the negative 
parts of the internet were likely received as an anti-internet verdict, which society was not 
yet ready to accept. After the Y2K scare, American culture faced the digital future with 
ambivalence, at best and absolute horror, at worst. From the advent of the chat room, to 
the internet dating profile-- avatars gradually became integrated into our everyday lives. 
We gradually begin to live for our avatars on our respective screens- making decisions 
based upon the likes our photos receive, or simply by behaving differently because we 
know someone else is watching. As the surveillance technician Leo Fernekes 
prophetically stated within We Live in Public: “If you walk up to somebody and say ‘take 
off your pants,’ they won’t do it. But if you walk up to them with a video camera and say 
‘take off your pants,’ they’ll do it. Because the eyeballs that perceive that moment give it 
power.”136 
For some, indeed, many or even most of us, this novelty of virtual connectivity 
becomes an addiction. We don’t just want, but need, our daily fifteen minutes of fame, 
and will do whatever it takes to keep the validation-dopamine flowing. This dependency 
on the quantifiable approval of our peers is the dystopian outcome-- and current reality-- 
that Quiet foreshadowed. If Quiet was indeed founded on a Utopian notion of 
connectivity, Harris has a suspicious way of showing it. Is the reason it hasn't been given 
 
135 Full quote by Harris:  “The art that I make is explaining to humans what’s going to happen next. As the 
world is modernized, the social nature of things is going to be done virtually. The next natural thing is the 
virtual reality world.” We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
 
136 We Live In Public, Directed by Ondi Timoner. 2009. 
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proper attention in art history due to the fact that it touches upon the repulsive? It repels 
in retrospect because of the shame involved, but perhaps it should be lauded because it 
exposed how utopia becomes dystopia when your agency is removed. Are we not all not 
tiny devotees to the social media cult? Just as Harris had envisioned?  
Ultimately, does it matter if Josh Harris is an institutionally recognized artist?  Is 
Harris an artist any more than he was “one step away from a business banker”, or a 
provocateur sadistically manipulating “young egotistical bodies”?137 Does Harris’ 
identity as an artist even matter when the work has been received  as a work of art by, at 
the very least, myself and a handful of observers, critics, attendees, participants? I believe 
that we can turn to Quiet's effectively prophetic elements and mythical intrigue as a tool 
to better understand our pixelated realities, and that in itself fulfills the function of an 
artwork. “When we take pleasure in the plowshare,” Schaeffer argued “we endow the 
object with a function that it did not have, but we take pleasure in it as a human 
product.”138 
NYC and the world at large on the brink of the new millennium were not in a 
favorable situation for positive reception of anti-internet artwork. The work was not 
marketable, and the artist even less so. Yet, Harris is distinct from the parts of Quiet 
which we should hold onto, and continue to contemplate. Why did this event happen, and 
why does it remain so unknown? Does it really come down to marketability or lack 
thereof?  
 
137 Alanna Heiss refers to Harris as “one step away from a business banker” while Dara Birnbaum 
described Harris as “playing with young, egotistical bodies.” Both quotes are from interviews with the 
author.  
 
138 Schaeffer, p. 296. 
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Retrospectively, Quiet feels like it’s about being right. Of course, at the end of the 
day-- Josh Harris was right. Omnipresent surveillance is the new norm and corporations 
(and governments alike) benefit from hoarding data, which we voluntarily, or not, 
provide for them. But just because the man who brought this to our attention is not 
heroic, the events that he produced certainly provide space for us to consider our 
precarious and flawed relationship to technology. In a world starved with effective social 
interaction and community values, where, on the other hand, people would willingly 
divulge their most personal information and withstand interrogation sessions in order to 
keep their spots in a secret society-- how can we begin to detach from our dependency on 
technologically facilitated communities? Like Quiet-- the internet is too, atopic. It is 
neither inherently good, nor evil-- it’s just boundless, and uncategorizable, as it is 
constantly evolving like a rhizome of cancerous cells.  
Throughout the writing of this text, my opinion on Quiet has changed. I fell in 
love with the idea in the beginning-- and eventually grew to resent it-- not unlike the 
participants themselves. The longer I spent time with it, the more unseemly it became. I 
was initially seduced by its prophetic elements,convinced by the presence of art world 
icons and dealers that the work-- and its creator-- must be legitimate. Yet, like the atopic 
and borderless concept of the internet, my opinion of the work is subject to change over 
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Figure 1. Application for Citizenship to Quiet, December, 1999, Composite image of 
screenshots, taken and assembled by the author. Image source: We Live in Public, 2009.  
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Figure 2. Image of the Quiet Surveillance Feed. Screenshot by the author from We Live 
in Public, 2009. Directed by Ondi Timoner.  
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Figure 3. Donna Ferrato, Judge Chamberlain, Venice Adrien and Michael Portnoy in the 
pod - New Year’s Eve, Archival Pigment Print, 1999, © Donna Ferrato, Image Courtesy of 






Figure 4. Donna Ferrato. Brooke. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato. Image 




Figure 5. Leo Koenig and Josh Harris by The Pods. Screenshot by the author from We 
Live in Public, 2009. Directed by Ondi Timoner.  
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Figure 6. Donna Ferrato. Pod Resident. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato. 





Figure 7. Donna Ferrato. Josh Luvvy Harris. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna 






Figure 8. Donna Ferrato. Daily Quiet Sessions with Pod Members Only. Archival 
Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato. Image Courtesy of Amy Li Projects Facebook 




Figure 9. Donna Ferrato. Alfredo Martinez. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna 





Figure 10. Donna Ferrato. Johnny Hilares. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna 





Figure 11. Interrogation of Quiet Citizen by Ashkan Sahihi and Zeroboy. Screenshot by 
the author from We Live in Public, 2009. Directed by Ondi Timoner.  
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Figure 12. Unoccupied Interrogation Room Screenshot by the author from We Live in 




Figure 13. Interrogation of Quiet Citizen Nico Haupt by Ashkan Sahihi and Zeroboy 




Figure 14. Ashkan Sahihi in Unoccupied Interrogation Room, Screenshot by the author 
from We Live in Public, 2009. Directed by Ondi Timoner.  
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Figure 15. Donna Ferrato. The Inflatable Dining Room with Leo Koenig, Ondi Timoner, 
and Josh Harris. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato. Image Courtesy of Amy 




Figure 16. Dara Birnbaum. Quiet Disaster and videos, exhibited at 359 Broadway, 
within Quiet. Videos include, , Technology/Transformation WonderWoman (1978-79), 
The PopPop Video series: Kojack/Wang (1980), General Hospital/Olympic Women's 
Speed Skating (1980), and the Quiet Disaster series (1999). Screenshot by the author 
from We Live in Public, 2009. Directed by Ondi Timoner.  
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Figure 17. Dara Birnbaum, Quiet Disaster, 1999, Set of 3 circular plexiglass panels with 
Duratrans print, Diameter 44 in. (111.76 cm) (3 layers), Image Courtesy of the Marian 
Goodman Gallery. https://www.mariangoodman.com/artists/32-dara-




Figure 18. Donna Ferrato. Leo Koenig and Josh Harris. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © 






Figure 19. Donna Ferrato. Guiliani’s Police Early Morning Raid. Archival Pigment 
Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato. Image Courtesy of Amy Li Projects Facebook Page: 




Figure 20. Donna Ferrato. Leo Koenig Awakes to the Police Bust. Archival Pigment 
Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato. Image Courtesy of Amy Li Projects Facebook Page: 





Figure 21. Donna Ferrato. Koenig Calms the Police. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © 






Figure 22. Donna Ferrato. Koenig Calms the Police. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © 





Figure 23. Donna Ferrato. Bomb Squad Inspects the Artillery Stash Room. Archival 
Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato, Image Courtesy of Amy Li Projects Facebook 





Figure 24. Donna Ferrato. Their Finest Hour. Archival Pigment Print. 1999, © Donna 




Figure 25. Donna Ferrato. Two Urinals for Seventy People. Archival Pigment Print. 





Figure 26. Donna Ferrato. The Capsule Hotel Shower. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © 






Figure 27. Donna Ferrato. Midnight 01.01.11 The Quiet Team Celebrates. Archival 
Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato, Image Courtesy of Amy Li Projects Facebook 




Figure 28. Donna Ferrato. Luvvy. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © Donna Ferrato. Image 
Courtesy of Amy Li Projects Facebook Page: Accessed February, 2021. 









Figure 29. News Clipping from The Village Voice, December 21, 1999. Image courtesy 





Figure 30. Invitation for Exhibition of Donna Ferrato photographs for A Quiet Summer 
Exhibition Series at Amy Li Projects, June 2014. Image Courtesy of Amy Li Projects 




Figure 31. Donna Ferrato. John Weber Art Dealer. Archival Pigment Print. 1999. © 





Figure 32.  Dara Birnbaum. Kiss the Girls: Make Them Cry. 1979. Video (color, sound) 
6:50 min. © 2021 Dara Birnbaum. Courtesy Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI), New York. 
Image courtesy of Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/118203.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
